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Dear colleagues and friends,
In these hard times we just keep faith with our mission and continue making good
books, which correspond to the spirit of the time and to the needs of our readers. At the
same time we contribute as much as we can to support Ukraine in this situation. We
donate and we are happy to present several books, which spread the knowledge about
this country. I am lucky to have one of these books in this Foreign Rights Catalogue and
to be able to present it and discuss it and many other books from this catalogue with
you at Frankfurt Book Fair.
Frederking & Thaler delves into the fascinating places, people and stories Ukraine has
to tell. The authors and photographers of „Ukraine“ travelled thousands of kilometers
to find all those authentic stories worth telling. Another big highlight I am proud to
present is „In the realm of silence“, which is a collection of award-winning underwater
photography.
Bruckmann continues the best-selling series „Secret Cities“ and „Secret Places“, which
has become international since the English-language edition of „Secret Cities Europe“
has been published. In this program we are happy to present „Secret Cities Spain“ and
„Secret Cities Portugal“.
National Geographic is happy to present a fascinating book on ICARUS project, a
fundamental research project on behavioral biology.
My creative colleagues from the cookbook team of Christian Verlag identified a new
trend: Pinsa! Besides, they are presenting a cookbook for all Harry Potter fans with the
atmosphere of magical Christmas.
GeraMond has a special book for all football fans with an amazing Q&A game: „The last
shot of wisdom“.
Besides a wonderful minimalistic book on knitting in Japandi style, as well as lots of
other books on creative work, drawing & painting and handicraft, my colleagues from
Christophorus team are presenting a unique book on furniture makeover. Upcycling is
totally in!
I am so excited to discuss our new catalogue’s titles with you!
If you would like to take a closer look at them – please do not hesitate to contact me.
Kindest regards,

In the realm of silence
Mysterious underwater places
Linus Geschke, Tobias Friedrich
288 pages, 29.3 x 37.6 cm, ~ 180 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €98
Publication date: September 2022
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Sunk worlds: rediscovered
This book is an invitation to dive: to cemeteries, crashed planes, shipwrecks, sunk
settlements and other magically still places under water. The readers will enjoy the
marvelous pictures made by an award-winning underwater photographer Tobias
Friedrich and will experience those sea excursions up close. The readers will also marvel
at the almost forgotten stories that the wrecks and sunk sites have kept all these years
down with them.
• Lost places below sea level: dives in the oceans worldwide
• Award-winning underwater photography

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
Mountains: like you have never seen them
before
Michael Ruhland, Eugen E. Hüsler
272 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 200 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €49.99
Publication date: October 2022
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On the tops of the Earth
National Geographic presents the mountains of the world in spectacular images. The
readers will follow the footsteps of explorers and see the breathtaking photographs,
which will take them to dizzying heights. This books will take its readers to all the
corners of the world: to mighty giants like Mount Everest as well as to the the Andes and
volcano islands of seas and oceans.
• The ultimate photo book for all mountain fans and world explorers
• Spectacular photography of mountain landscapes worldwide
• A journey to the most impressive mountains and peaks of the Earth
• Well-researched: background information about the places and their history

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Ukraine
Our homeland without war
Ukrainer.net
224 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 250 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €39.99
Publication date: October 2022
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The longing for peace
The authors and photographers of "Ukrainer.net" have traveled thousands of kilometers
across the country in search of fascinating places, people and stories. In more than 400
towns and villages they asked "What makes us different?", "Who are we?", "What
dreams are we living?". A sensitive, inspiring journey through a country, which used to
be home for so many.
• For everyone who really wants to discover Ukraine
• A touching and exclusive portrait of Ukraine before the war
• Texts and images of the journalist network "Ukrainer.net"

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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The ICARUS Projekt
How we observe animals from space and
protect life on the Earth together
Martin Wikelski, Uschi Müller, Christian Ziegler
192 pages, 26.8 x 28.9 cm, ~ 190 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €49.99
Publication date: November 2022
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Protecting the Earth: for and with the help of the wild
animals
Billions of animals move on our planet every day. Their migration routes are still a
mystery. Micro transmitters as well as satellite research project observations from
space make it possible to follow thousands of animals simultaneously in every corner of
the Earth. After all, animals warn us of catastrophes, predict pandemics and make
climate change visible. A fascinating illustrated book about a groundbreaking research,
which might mean a better future for humans and animals.
• The book on a global research project to protect the Earth
• Experiencing science up close
• With fascinating photographs, maps and graphics
• ICARUS is a project for behavioral biology

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Transalp by the gravel bike
On unpaved paths across the Alps
Uli Preunkert, Holger Schaarschmidt
192 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 180 images
Softcover
Retail price: €22.99
Publication date: August 2022
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Transalp bike experience
Cycling over the Alps: this is considered to be the greatest challenge for many cyclists!
Those who want to go on a gravel bike tour can pick one of the selected routes described
in this guide. Nine Transalp routes are offered here: away from the well-traveled asphalt
roads, without climbs and descents that are too steep or technically too demanding, in
different levels of difficulty. This book is just perfect for fulfilling an unforgettable bike
dream on narrow tires!
• The transalp guide for gravel bikers
• Route selection without sections, where you have to push or carry the bike
• With GPS tracks and detailed route maps

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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The last shot of wisdom
The most incredible stories from the football
quiz
Burkhard Hupe
192 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm, ~ 100 images
Softcover
Retail price: €14.99
Publication date: December 2021
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Curious and informative!
Real football adventures are presented as a short story in this book. Each of them
contains a question - of course there is also the answer to it. There is a chapter about
soccer countries like San Marino or Madagascar. Some chapters are dedicated to brutal
football of South America and some are dedicated to legendary players - such as the
sex-addicted Brazilian and world champion Garrincha.
• A cult quiz becomes an incredible football book
• A book for numerous Aha-moments

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Pinsa
55 sensational recipes for light and crispy
taste experiences.
Julia Ruby Hildebrand
176 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 80 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €24.99
Publication date: October 2022
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If you like pizza, you will love pinsa!
At the moment, no one can ignore the "pinsa romana" trend. It is literary everywhere: in
the refrigerated section of a grocery store as well as in the Italian restaurants. What is so
special about it? Pinsa dough has more complex aromas and is more digestible than
pizza dough. This book reveals the secrets behind it and invites its readers to try 55
variations with different dough and topping ideas.
• Trend, trendier, pinsa!
• Fresh from the oven: the more digestible alternative to pizza

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Magical Christmas like at Harry
Potter’s
The unofficial cooking and baking book. 50
magical recipes
Petra Milde, Arina Meschanova
160 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 80 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €24.99
Publication date: September 2022
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Christmas magic!
What would the magical world of Harry Potter be without the feasts at Hogwarts, culinary
trips to Hogsmeade, hearty meals at the Burrow and a cup of tea at Hagrid's? During the
Christmas time this magical world is filled with particularly delicious scents. Turkey,
buttery peas, cranberry sauce, plum pudding, butterbeer and much more. This book
offers some magical moments for the Christmas time.
• Authentic recipes for magical delicacies like in Harry Potter's world
• Magical mood for the best time of the year

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Knitting in Japandi style
Minimalistic statement looks
Claudia Laermann, Christina Kuhn
128 pages, 20 x 24.1 cm, ~ 80 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €21.99
Publication date: September 2022
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Successful mix of styles for the knitwear
Less is more. This is why Scandinavian style is trending in the interior design and in
fashion. However views on minimalism are also coming from the Far East. Thus,
Japanese style can be combined with the Scandinavian to create the ultimate Japandi
look, which is reduced and yet comfortable. The experienced author is a passionate
designer. She presents well-explained instructions for trendy pieces to knit in the
elegant, simple Japandi style.
• Japan + Scandi = Japandi
• Very trendy
• Simple, elegant knitwear as a fashion statement

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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The big furniture makeover
Inspiration and practical tips
Daggi Dethlefsen
192 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 300 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €29.99
Publication date: August 2022
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Furniture upcycling made easy
A new look for old furniture! An inherited sideboard, a vintage cupboard or an
inexpensive flea market catch: Daggi Dethlefsen shows a wide variety of furniture
upcycling techniques in a simple, comprehensible and detailed way. Everything is
included: from the useful information around the materials through basic painting and
coloring techniques, to sophisticated ornaments and designs. Furthermore, she shows
stylish realization examples.
• Comprehensive manual on furniture upcycling
• You can easily make one-of-a-kind piece for your home yourself
• Suitable for both beginners and advanced users

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Memento
Disappearing cemeteries: places of
remembrance
Sven Fennema, Björn Eenboom, Sven Fennema
240 pages, 26.8 x 28.9 cm, ~ 180 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €49.99
Publication date: September 2022

About the magic in every ending
Sven Fennema goes on a melancholic journey to the disappearing cemeteries of Europe.
Every place breathes the magic of transience, some tell stories with their entwined
graves, others impress with weathered inscriptions and proud mausoleums.
Multifaceted worlds of memory - poetically immortalized in powerful photography.
• Unique: THE illustrated book about the most beautiful cemeteries in Europe
• By the master of lost places photography
• With personal texts and background information on the history and graves of
celebrities

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Melancholia
The spell of a forgotten world
Sven Fennema, Petra Reski
320 pages, 29 x 37 cm, ~ 200 images
Retail price: €98
Publication date: October 2018

Photographer Sven Fennema discovered new, unknown locations on his search for
forgotten places. He embarked on a journey to Southern Italy and captured the forgotten,
mouldering places that once glittered in the landscape as stylish country houses, majestic
halls and imposing factories.
Abandoned mountain villages, gloomy graveyards, mental hospitals – these new,
spectacular images reveal the morbid charm of Italy.
• Powerful, moving new photos
• Accompanied by perceptive texts

Nostalgia

New Land

Places time forgot
Sven Fennema, Petra Reski
320 pages, 29 x 37 cm, ~ 200 images
Retail price: €98
Publication date: October 2015

Nature reclaiming
Sven Fennema, Christoph Gunkel
240 pages, 26.5 x 28.3 cm, ~ 200 images
Retail price: €29.99
Publication date: May 2017

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Temps perdu
Journey to France's forgotten places
Stefan Hefele, Felix Röser, Hilke Maunder
288 pages, 29.3 x 37.6 cm, ~ 180 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €98
Publication date: September 2022

Traces of the past
Abandoned and forgotten - and yet highly impressive. The motifs in this illustrated book
can be found all over France: castles, mansions, shipwrecks, libraries and churches,
swimming pools, bunkers, train stations, factories and prisons. The views of morbid
charm and its very special flair that tells of previous times that were obviously better for
the photo motifs.
• Lost places across France
• Abandoned mansions, churches, factories, villages presented in a stunning way
• Worth knowing: background information on the history of the forgotten places

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Venice
The beauty on the water
Günther Bayerl, Thomas Migge
256 pages, 22.8 x 29.6 cm, ~ 250 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €45
Publication date: October 2022

Life in the lagoon city
Gondolas, bridges and canals. St. Mark's Square with its lion, the Grand Canal and the
Rialto Bridge. These are the well-known images that immediately come to mind when
you think of Venice. But the lagoon city has much more to offer. This photo-powerful
travel book takes its readers through Venice in all its eras: to all the really important
places during the time of a great maritime and economic power.
• A journey through time, a new look at the most beautiful travel destination in the
world
• Walks to places of crime, seduction and knowledge
• Exclusive photographs of selected buildings in the old town and the lagoon
• Slow travel, mindful travel, time for the destination
• Inspiring travel adventures away from the crowds

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Australia
The continent of adventure
Dirk Bleyer, Aneta Szydłak-Bleyer
256 pages, 22.8 x 29.6 cm, ~ 280 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €49.99
Publication date: October 2022

Between Sydney and the Gold Coast
This book will inspire everyone to make their dream come true and to travel down under.
Australia has a lot to offer: diving on the Great Barrier Reef, a visit to the opera in
Sydney, unique nature and wildlife from Kakadu National Park to Tasmania. This
illustrated book contains tried-and-tested car travel routes throughout Australia,
atmospheric photographs and insider tips for koala watching, swimming with whale
sharks or canyoning. There is so much fun in discovering the continent of kangaroos and
the sunny Gold Coast!
• Fascinating pictures, knowledgeable texts from all regions of Australia
• With travel information from experts and the most beautiful routes throughout
• Australia Exclusive photographs from a twelve-month journey awake wanderlust

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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The Shire and Mirkwood
A photographic journey inspired by Tolkien's
stories
Andreas Gerth, Frank Weinreich
224 pages, 26.8 x 28.9 cm, ~ 220 images
Hardcover with dust jacket
Retail price: €49.99
Publication date: September 2022

Journey to the home country of the hobbits’
The name the Shire belongs to an area of approximately 18,000 square miles in Eriador
between the River Baranduin and the Far Downs. Tolkien fans know that, of course. But
what they may not know is that the Swiss Alps offer a similar setting to the famous but
purely fictional hobbit homeland. This book offers a photographic journey into another
world, beyond the mountains, through the realm of shadows and into the land of the
Elbes.
• A unique photo book: Swiss mountain landscapes are so fantastically magical
• The author is a Tolkien expert
• An absolute must-have for all Tolkien fans

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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The big VW Minibus adventure in
Europe
From Lisbon over the Alps to Lapland
Peter Gebhard
192 pages, 26.8 x 28.9 cm, ~ 250 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €44.99
Publication date: September 2022

Lindau, Lisbon, Lapland: This route reads more like a flight than a VW minibus road trip.
Nevertheless, photo reporter Peter Gebhard made the journey with his VW Minibus
"Erwin". For sure, the author could not cover long distances between the European capitals
in one day, traveling by VW Minibus. But the art lies exactly in slow travel: with lots of
adventures and encounters within.
• A unique road trip through Europe - from Lindau to Lapland
• Experiencing the diversity of Europe by the VW Minibus
• Slow travel by THE cult vehicle

The great VW Minibus
Adventure

Adventures in a VW Minibus –
Iceland

In a 44 horsepower transporter from
Istanbul to the North Cape
Peter Gebhard
192 pages, 26.5 x 28.3 cm, ~ 300 images
Retail price: €40
Publication date: September 2016

Crossing the isle of fire and ice at 44
hp
Peter Gebhard
192 pages, 26.5 x 28.3 cm, ~ 300 images
Retail price: €39.99
Publication date: September 2018

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Andreas Kieling – 30 years of
nature documentary
Wild animals, wide world and big adventures
Andreas Kieling, Sabine Wünsch
240 pages, 22.8 x 29.6 cm, ~ 280 images
Retail price: €49.99
Publication date: September 2022

Life's work of the great wildlife filmmaker
n 1991 Andreas Kieling began his career as a wildlife filmmaker. Since then he became
Germany's well-known and beloved wildlife filmmaker and in this status he has been
"hunting" his prey with his camera and a great deal of empathy. This book invited to
follow Andreas Kieling to Yellowstone National Park, Madagascar and of course Alaska.
On his journeys he always gets up close and personal with lots of animals, for example,
koalas, orangutans and penguins.
• The most exciting adventures from over 30 years of being a wildlife filmmaker
• Exciting encounters with wild animals

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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The world of kayak
The most spectacular kayaking destinations
worldwide
Norbert Blank, Olaf Obsommer
224 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 250 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €39.99
Publication date: October 2022

Wild waters worldwide
Norbert Blank and Olaf Obsommer are taking their readers to 30 fascinating kayak
destinations around the world. With their gripping images, the passionate paddlers,
professional photographers and filmmakers span a wide range of tours, from simple
ones to wild expeditions, from whitewater to sea kayaking, from kayaks to canoes or
even to the origins of kayaking among the Inuit in Greenland, from the rainforest to
mountains, deserts and the seas.
• The selection of the photographs makes the readers experience the described tours
up close
• Authentic texts

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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In 225 trips around Europe's forests
Jörg Berghoff, Silke Martin, Lisa Bahnmüller, Stefan Hefele, Julia
Schattauer, Hartmut Krinitz, Martin Schmidt, Regine Heue
288 pages, 22.8 x 29.6 cm, ~ 260 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €49.99
Publication date: October 2022

Mystical island forests, rugged mountain landscapes and impressive treetop paths: this
illustrated book takes its readers to the green paradises of Europe. Together with National
Geographic experts the readers will explore the primeval forests of the Carpathians and
will be enchanted by the fantasy forests on Madeira. In 225 journeys through Europe's
forests, the readers will immerse themselves in the history of fascinating worlds of nature
and learn exciting things about the green roofs of our continent.
• The most fascinating forest landscapes in Europe
• Breathtaking photography - from primeval forests to modern-day urban forests
• Well-researched expert knowledge of history, flora and fauna and nature conservation

225 trips around Europe
288 pages, 24 x 30 cm, ~ 280 images
Retail price: €39.99
Publication date: May 2020

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de

In 225 trips around Europe by
RV or van
Michael Moll, Heinz E. Studt, Andreas
Fischer, Jürgen Haberhauer, Claus G.
288 pages, 22.8 x 29.6 cm, ~ 260 images
Retail price: €39.99
Hardcover
Publication date: August 2022
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Royal gardens
Great Britain’s green paradises
Stefanie Bisping
224 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 200 images
Retail price: €34.99
Hardcover
Publication date: April 2022

Visiting the royals
A journey through Britain's royal gardens: this book offers the readers to walk in the
footsteps of British nobility and marvel at Sandringham, Balmoral, Highgrove and other
royal gardens, which are lovingly maintained by the Crown, the royals themselves or
non-profit foundations. These gardens have been a popular attraction across the
kingdom for many years. The readers will not only marvel the beautiful tulips, daffodils
and fragrant roses captured in the photographs selected for this book, but will also
learn a lot about British history.
• Gardens of the royals and British nobility are presented in this book
• From Balmoral to Windsor Castle: gardens and parks across the country
• Inspiring images combined with information on botany and history

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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The secret of the tear drinkers
5 years on an expedition through the jungles of our Earth
Roland Hilgartner
Roland Hilgartner traveled to the world's most remote areas of
the tropics. On his extraordinary expeditions, he documented
animal species that only a few people have ever seen in the
wild. Whether shy bonobos in the Congo Basin, tear-drinking
butterflies in Madagascar or birds of paradise in New Guinea unforgettable and sometimes dangerous adventures were
always a part of his journey.
• Travel adventures through the tropical regions of our planet
• Profound background knowledge of flora and fauna
• Exciting insights into the world of science and research
192 pages, 16.8 x 24.1 cm, ~ 120 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €26.99
Publication date: August 2022

The Orient, my backpack and me
How I became a model in Saudi Arabia and drank tea with
soldiers in Pakistan
Florian Müller, Korbinian Mayr-Kennerknecht
It was planned as a backpacking trip to Istanbul, but it turned
into an adventure trip through the Orient: Florian Müller
traveled through the Middle East for four months, crept into
Iran and was one of the first tourists to experience Saudi
Arabia's joie de vivre and hospitality. He drank tea with the
Taliban in the world's most dangerous city and learned that
luck isn't always where you think it is. And still the best thing
about traveling is the intense encounters with the local people.

192 pages, 16.8 x 23.5 cm, ~ 110 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €26.99
Publication date: October 2022

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de

• With travel tips for the countries shaped through restrictions
and hospitality
• Insights into a forbidden land: from one of Saudi Arabia's
first tourists
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Later might be too late
Why father & son dared the great motorcycle adventure and
how it changed them
Armin & Marco Thalhofer
Armin and Marco Thalhofer are about 30 years apart, and yet
they dare to embark on a very special motorcycle adventure
together. Father and son cross eight countries in South America
and cover more than 25,000 kilometers. They share a tent for
five months and spend every day together. A story of
challenges of two generations and the luck to be able to share
the passion and unforgettable experiences.

192 pages, 16.8 x 24.1 cm, ~ 120 images
Retail price: €24.99
Hardcover
Publication date: January 2022

• Motorcycle adventures of father and son - two generations on
the wheels
• An extraordinary journey through the whole South America
• Fascinating pictures of impressive landscapes and encounters

Going the happy way round
15 life stories of new beginning(s) in the mountains
Alexander Tempel
Photographer Alexander Tempel has traveled through the Alps
for four months to photograph happiness and contentment. He
met alpine innkeepers, goat farmers, hoteliers, photographers,
life artists and had profound conversations with all of them. All
the protagonists have one thing in common: they have lived
through crises, overcome them and finally found happiness. An
inspiration to change, a guide to happiness!
• Inspiring stories of people seeking their luck in the mountains
• With emotional photos of breathtaking mountains and happy
people
• The perfect guide to finding your own happiness
192 pages, 16.5 x 24.1 cm, ~ 110 images
Retail price: €24.99
Hardcover
Publication date: March 2022

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Discovering Europe's heritage
100 inspirational travel destinations: from
historical to magical
Thomas Bickelhaupt
240 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 260 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €34.99
Publication date: October 2022

Europe's World Heritage for explorers
Europe is rich in world heritage sites. UNESCO has declared over 500 cultural and
natural monuments in Europe alone as part of the heritage of mankind. This
inspirational illustrated book provides a perfect overview of the European highlights.
The selection of the most fascinating sites is presented in an easy-to-read way. Every
reader will find something for his or her interests: this book is suitable for technology
fans, those who are interested in history or for nature vacationers.
• The top 100 European UNESCO World Heritage Sites
• All options in one book: for city fans, nature lovers, families, campers and much
more
• Informative texts and impressive pictures

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Experiencing the world in
Europe
Discovering the desert, the jungle and 55 other
surprising destinations
Roland F. Karl, Andrea Willen
192 pages, 16.8 x 24.1 cm, ~ 250 images
Retail price: €22.99
Hardcover
Publication date: May 2022

Experiences that stay in the heart
Europe is full of adventure and regional diversity, so that every travel day becomes an
experience. This illustrated travel guide will help the readers experience many
goosebump moments without leaving Europe. This book offers the travelers to take a
walk over the roofs of Vienna, listen to the unique sounds during a personal elephant
lesson and much more.
• Discovering the world in Europe
• Special experiences from all over the world in Europe

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Secret Citys Spain
60 charming cities away from the hustle and bustle
Grit Schwarzenburg, Nicole Biarnes
Who doesn't want to eat tapas and drink sangria in peace while
the sun slowly sinks into the sea? "Secret Citys Spain" lets the
readers discover and fall in love with beautiful, quieter cities
away from the hustle and bustle. Strolling like the locals
through the small streets of Alicante, admiring Santiago and
following many other insider tips from locals make the Spanish
holiday so authentic.
• With real insider tips for a special experience
• Enchanting cities of Spain away from the crowds
• Discovering culture, history and people of Spain
192 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 280 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €29.99
Publication date: October 2022

Secret Citys Portugal
60 charming cities away from the hustle and bustle
Nicole Biarnes, Grit Schwarzenburg
Who doesn't dream of lying on the beach, of surfing or of
experiencing the new culinary delights of a country? This is all
possible in Portugal. This illistrated travel book will guide the
readers through all the hidden pearls of the country, will give
tips of where to eat fresh fish in small restaurants without
crowds or have a chat with the locals.
• With real insider tips for a special experience
• Enchanting cities of Portugal away from the crowds
• Discovering culture, history and people of Portugal

168 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 250 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €29.99
Publication date: October 2022

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Secret places Scandinavia
60 unknown dream travel destinations away
from the hustle and bustle
Lisa Arnold
192 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 280 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €29.99
Publication date: October 2022

Especially in the summer months, more and more travelers are coming to Scandinavia. It is
no wonder, since the long days leave plenty of time to discover Norway, Sweden, Finland
and Denmark with all their facets. But despite the vastness of Scandinavia and the long
daylight, the beutiful places impress the travelers most. If you don't feel like going through
the crowded tourist places, the insider tips in this travel guide are the best choice.
• Scandinavia rediscovered: beautiful, unknown travel destinations
• Hikes, culture and city trips: helpful for everyone
• With numerous insider tips and useful addresses

Secret mountains Europe

Secret places Italy

Fantastic mountains away from the
hustle and bustle
Dagmar Kluthe
192 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 250 images
Retail price: €32.99
Hardcover
Publication date: September 2022

60 special destinations away from the
hustle and bustle
Thomas Migge
192 pages, 22.2 x 26.5 cm, ~ 280 images
Retail price: €29.99
Hardcover
Publication date: March 2022

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Secret places South Tyrol
55 dream places away from the hustle and
bustle
Markus Meier, Lisa Bahnmüller
192 pages, 20 x 24.1 cm, ~ 250 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €25.99
Publication date: November 2022

South Tyrol is a place of longing and many travelers visit it over and over again. But very
few know the absolute insider tips. This book helps all the South Tyrol fans immerse
themselves in the unknown, the quiet and the hidden in the landscape of this magnificent
region. The readers will discover remote hiking trails, idyllic villages, small natural
wonders and places of history and great legends. This book guarantees a unique journey
to South Tyrol.
• South Tyrol rediscovered: wonderful, unknown travel destinations
• Hikes, culture and city trips: helpful for everyone
• With numerous insider tips and useful addresses

Secret places Austria

More secret cities Germany

60 unknown dream travel destinations
away from the hustle and bustle
Hanne Egghardt, Lisa Bahnmüller,
Sabine Ertl, Oliver Bolch, Franz Gerdl
168 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 250 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €29.99
Publication date: October 2022

55 charming cities away from the
hustle and bustle
Silke Martin, Doris Mundus
192 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 280 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €29.99
Publication date: October 2022

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Wild places Sweden
Untouched nature, unforgettable adventures: the most
beautiful nature experiences away from the hustle and bustle
Lisa Arnold
This inspirational illustrated edition is the ideal travel guide for
discovering unspoilt places and extraordinary experiences in
Sweden when it comes to camping, outdoors and hiking. This
book will guide the readers to the most beautiful national and
nature parks, to the rolling hills of Vastra Gotaland or to wild
rivers.

192 pages, 20 x 24.1 cm, ~ 230 images
Retail price: €26.99
Hardcover
Publication date: June 2022

• Discovering the wild side of Sweden
• With special adventure tips in the most wonderful natural
places in the country
• Additional information on such topics as hiking, wildlife and
more

Wild places Germany
The most beautiful nature experiences far away from the hustle
and bustle
Jörg Berghoff
This illustrated travel book insipres its readers to find
marvelous corners in Germany for the encounters with nature
and some adventurous experiences. It could be a hike in one of
the conservation areas, a discovery of life-size prehistoric
animals on the adventure trail of the Dinosaur Museum or
cycling through one of the natural parks of the country. This
book is perfect to get the inspiration to see Germany from its
wild side.

192 pages, 20 x 24.1 cm, ~ 230 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €27.99
Publication date: September 2022

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de

• Discovering the wild side of Germany
• Adventure tips for the most wonderful natural areas in the
country
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Roadtrips France
The ultimate dream roads between Normandy and Côte d'Azur
Klaus Simon, Hilke Maunder
France has a lot of beautiful landscapes: from Provence to
Normandy. A road trip through hills and vineyards, along
fragrant lavender fields and steep coasts is simply
unforgettable. This travel guide for cars, vans and RVs provides
the ultimate routes for traveling on four wheels.
• Discovering France: selected routes
• With overnight tips for drivers and campers
• "Experiencing" nature, culture and history of France

192 pages, 22.2 x 26.5 cm, ~ 250 images
Flexcover
Retail price: €29.99
Publication date: September 2022

Roadtrips Italy
The ultimate dream roads between Lombardy and Sicily
Nana Claudia Nenzel
Italy. The scent of cypresses and a breath of the sea are spread
all over the streets. This country is worth a road trip. From
Tuscany to Sicily, from Piedmont to Veneto: the readers are
offered to discover picturesque fishing villages, beautiful
coasts and cultural highlights. This illustrated travel book
provides its readers with the perfect inspiration for the next
road trip to Italy - regardless of whether they are traveling by
car, by van or by an RV.
• Discovering Italy on selected routes
• With overnight tips for drivers and campers
• Driving through the nature, culture and history of Italy
192 pages, 22.2 x 26.5 cm, ~ 250 images
Flexcover
Retail price: €29.99
Publication date: November 2022

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Roadtrips Scandinavia
The ultimate dream roads between Copenhagen and Tromsø
Lisa Arnold
This illustrated travel edition contains the most beautiful routes
in Scandinavia and presents the readers unique destinations to
be enchanted by the beauty of the north. Tips for
accommodation and for experiences make this illustrated book
the ideal companion for the roadtrips by car, RV or caravan.
• Route suggestions
• Discovering Scandinavia on selected dream routes
• With accommodation and adventure tips for drivers and
campers
• "Experiencing" nature, culture and history of Scandinavia
192 pages, 22.2 x 26.5 cm, ~ 255 images
Retail price: €29.99
Flexcover
Publication date: November 2022

Roadtrips Scotland
The ultimate routes between Edinburgh and the Isle of Skye
Udo Haafke
From Edinburgh to Inverness, the Isle of Skye and Speyside.
Scotland has incredible landscapes to discover. A road trip
through the varied regions is simply unforgettable. This travel
guide for cars, vans and RVs provides the ultimate routes for
traveling on four wheels.
• Discovering Scotland on selected routes
• With overnight tips for drivers and campers
• "Experiencing" nature, culture and history of Scotland

192 pages, 22.2 x 26.5 cm, ~ 255 images
Retail price: €29.99
Flexcover
Publication date: June 2022

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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The travel book Iceland
Discovering the most beautiful destinations - highlights,
natural wonders and dream tours
Kerstin Langenberger, Olaf Krüger
Legendary Iceland casts a spell on everyone because it
promises a special kind of nature and culture experience:
mighty glaciers and volcanoes as well as quiet villages and
Reykjavik's legendary nightlife at the same time. Beside
breathtaking photographs, this book offers a lot of insider tips
and travel information on the highlights, dream routes and
natural wonders that will make the reader’s holiday
unforgettable.

288 pages, 19.0 x 25.5 cm, ~ 130 images
Retail price: €29.99
Flexcover
Publication date: May 2022

• All the highlights of the country in one volume
• Discovering and experiencing the fascinating culture and
nature on dream routes
• With valuable tips from Iceland experts

The travel book France
Discovering the most beautiful destinations - highlights,
national parks and dream tours
Constanze Wimmer, Jürgen Zichnowitz, Silke Heller-Jung, Hans
Zaglitsch
This edition is a reliable travel companion to experience and
enjoy France: whether you drink a café crème in a Paris street
café, stroll through blooming lavender fields in Provence, visit
small bays on the Cote d'Azur or hike in the Sentier des
Douaniers in Brittany. This inspirational and at the same time
practical book will ensure that the readers will discover how
much France has to offer.

384 pages, 19.0 x 25.5 cm, ~ 450 images
Flexcover
Retail price: €29.99
Publication date: October 2022

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de

• The travel best-of for France - the perfect source of
inspiration
• The ideal book for holiday planning
• With dream routes, map atlas and numerous excursion tips
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Highlights Namibia with the
Okavango Delta and Victoria Falls
50 destinations you should have seen
Roland F. Karl, Christian Heeb
192 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 250 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €29.99
Publication date: November 2022

The Namib, the oldest desert in the world, the fascinating picture-perfect sand dunes of
Sossuvlei, the wildlife of Etosha National Park. Namibia has endless faces between
petrified forests, quiver trees and the colonial charm of Lüderitz. Besides, this volume also
presents the spectacular Okavango Delta and Victoria Falls. All the important tourist
information, brilliant photographs as well as route suggestions and numerous insider tips
are a part of this book.
• Includes travel destinations in Botswana, Zambia and Zimbabwe
• Portraits of the 50 most important cities, regions and national parks for tourists
• With route suggestions and numerous insider tips

Highlights Brittany and Atlantic
coast
50 destinations you should have seen
Hans Zaglitsch, Silke Heller-Jung,
Jürgen Zichnowitz
192 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 250 images
Retail price: €27.99
Hardcover
Publication date: July 2022

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de

Highlights Norway
The 50 destinations you should have
seen
Hans-Joachim Spitzenberger, Petra
Woebke
192 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 250 images
Retail price: €27.99
Hardcover
Publication date: June 2022
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Highlights Iceland
The 50 destinations you should have seen
Kerstin Langenberger, Olaf Krüger
192 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 250 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €29.99
Publication date: May 2022

Iceland fascinates, Iceland captivates. A journey there feels like an expedition to the
origins of the Earth. The travelers are offered to experience a lot of facets: from wild
landscapes, glaciers and volcanoes to quiet villages as well as legendary Reykjavik
nightlife. This illustrated book shows the 50 most beautiful and most important sights in
Iceland in touching photographs. The raw charm of this unique island in the North Atlantic
is impressive.
• An unforgettable expedition to all the highlights that Iceland has to offer
• Nature and high-tech, magical nature and vibrant culture
• With valuable tips on the legendary nightlife in Reykjavík

Highlights Crete

Highlights Japan

50 destinations you should have seen
Klio Verigou, Christian Heeb, Christian
Heeb
192 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 100 images
Retail price: €27.99
Hardcover
Publication date: March 2022

50 destinations you should have seen
Bernhard Kleinschmidt
192 pages, 22.5 x 26.5 cm, ~ 250 images
Retail price: €27.99
Hardcover
Publication date: March 2022

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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52 x Pure nature
The best ideas for the weekend in Europe
Jörg Berghoff
This book is just right for everyone who wants to escape from
the everyday life, to discover new things and to get out into
nature: whether hiking, cycling, boating, spending a day at the
lake or just enjoying nature lying on the blanket somewhere.
This travel guide offers 52 ideas for a successful short trip and
makes the readers want to discover the most beautiful
destinations in Europe.
• 52 ideas for nature holidays for the whole year
• Inspiring destinations for short breaks in Europe
• For everyone who deserves the time-out
192 pages, 19.7 x 23.5 cm, ~ 200 images
Retail price: €22.99
Softcover
Publication date: June 2022

Happy camping Europe
Europe's most beautiful campsites for tents, caravans, vans
and RVs
Michael Moll
Everywhere in Europe there are attractive campsites, which are
so different from the campsites from the past. This travel guide
will take the travelers to special places with fantastic views, for
example close to crystal-clear lakes. It will bring the travelers to
the places where they can sleep under the stars, whether in an
RV, a van or a tent and wake up surrounded with a fantastic
views of nature!
• An inspirational illustrated edition and a great travel guide
• With the best excursion tips in the area
• With quick finder and overview map for quick search
192 pages, 19.7 x 23.5 cm, ~ 200 images
Retail price: €22.99
Softcover
Publication date: April 2022

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Disconnecting in Europe
Offline and outside: travel destinations for the
soul - just to relax
Lisa Bahnmüller, Regine Heue
168 pages, 22.2 x 26.5 cm, ~ 160 images
Softcover
Retail price: €24.99
Publication date: September 2022

Receiving push messages, answering E-mails, updating Whatsapp status, reading
Instagram feeds... At least on vacation, many of us want to be able to rest from being
constantly available. But we have to admit that this is not that easy to implement in real
life. With this book we provide the readers with plenty of inspiration for the time-out.
• Destinations with guarantee to relax: where you can really disconnect in Europe
• Atmospheric photographs for the desire of a time-out from devices
• Tips and recommendations for being able to relax in everyday life

Disconnecting in Germany

Disconnecting in Austria

Offline and outside: travel destinations
for the soul - just to relax
Britta Mentzel, Barbara Rusch, Norbert
Ney, Udo Haafke, Kerstin Beck
168 pages, 22.2 x 26.5 cm
Softcover
Retail price: €19.99
Publication date: December 2019

Offline and outside: travel destinations
for the soul - just to relax
Wilfried und Lisa Bahnmüller
168 pages, 22.2 x 26.5 cm, ~ 150 images
Softcover
Retail price: €19.99
Publication date: April 2021

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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On the road: Greece by the
campervan
Coastal roads, panoramic routes and dream
beaches
Stephanie Rickenbacher, Ludwig Eigenmann
224 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 300 images
Softcover
Retail price: €24.99
Publication date: September 2022

The authors invite the readers to follow the routes through ten Greek regions: along
coastal and panoramic roads, along the Aegean and Ionian Seas, past restaurants with
traditional cuisine, to sights from antiquity, into twisty mountain villages and to
enchanting places in the middle of nature. Great overnight tips are also included.
• Dream routes for campers across continental Greece
• With atmospheric photos of the country and its people
• For all vanlifers who just want to drive off

On the Road: Europe by the
campervan
1 bus - 2 travellers - 45 countries
Stephanie Rickenbacher, Lui
Eigenmann
304 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 250 images
Retail price: €29.99
Publication date: October 2019
Word count: around 55 000 words

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de

On the Road: the French
Atlantic Coast by the
campervan

21-day round trip
Carina Hofmeister
192 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 200 images
Retail price: €22.99
Publication date: October 2020
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The Alps by RV
The most beautiful panoramic tours in
Germany, France, Austria, Switzerland, Italy
and Slovenia
Michael Moll
336 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 400 images
Softcover
Retail price: €32.99
Publication date: August 2022

This book offers routes through unique panoramas and views. The readers will be offered
the best collection of insider tips. Furthermore, suitable parking lots for the RVs (incl. GPS
coordinates) as well as tour maps, routes and a clear map atlas are included in this book.
The essential tour companion through the Alps.
• The most beautiful tours - selected by RV experts
• Information on pitches and campsites with GPS coordinates
• With overview maps and a map atlas

France by RV

Morocco by RV

The most beautiful routes from
Normandy to Corsica
Thomas Cernak
272 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 50 images
Softcover
Retail price: €27.99
Publication date: November 2021
Word count: ca. 64 000 words

The most beautiful routes between the
Atlantic coast and the High Atlas
Petra Lupp, Martin Klug
192 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 200 images
Retail price: €22.99
Softcover
Publication date: February 2023

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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The RV travel book Scandinavia
The most beautiful camping destinations:
highlights, dream routes and activities
384 pages, 19.0 x 25.5 cm, ~ 450 images
Flexcover
Retail price: €37.99
Publication date: October 2022

Whether the hip Finnish capital Helsinki or historical rock carvings in the Swedish town of
Tanum, whether the Danish sunshine island of Bornholm or the cool North Cape at the
northern end of Norway: Scandinavia is rich in highlights. This travel guide will take the
readers to the most beautiful destinations for campers. Discover over 100 top
Scandinavian destinations that can be ideally combined during a journey by an RV.
• The most beautiful camping holiday destinations in Scandinavia in one volume
• With selected campsite recommendations for each destination
• Clear road maps with tour tips

The RV travel book Germany

The RV travel book Italy

Discovering the most beautiful
camping destinations
384 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 50 images
Retail price: €32.99
Hardcover
Publication date: July 2022

Discover the most beautiful camping
destinations
Highlights, dream routes and activities
384 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 50 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €32.99
Publication date: July 2022

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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The Alps, the valleys and the RV
Discovering the best destinations in the Alps
Uli Auffermann
This book makes it possible to discover the unique landscapes
of the Alps by an RV: from Lake Geneva to Lake Wörth, from
Mont Blanc to the Dachstein Mountains. It offers the whole
variety of experiences: from spending the night at the foot of
the mountains or on a pass road or in the middle of the city.
This travel book provides the best tips on where to park the
campervan most cheaply and/or most beautifully close to the
Alps.
• Informative introduction to the next Alpine tour
• With lots of tips on pitches and RV-friendly campsites
• Helpful information about driving an RV in the mountains
168 pages, 22.2 x 26.5 cm, ~ 200 images
Softcover
Retail price: €24.99
Publication date: August 2022

Traveling, camping and the RV
Discovering 150 destinations in Europe
Stephanie Rickenbacher
Europe offers the travelers an incredible range of cultural and
natural treasures - and this in a relatively small territory:
pulsating cities and lonely deserts, ice-cold glaciers and hot
springs, high mountains and deep canyons. All of this is just
perfect for a vanlife. Following the destinations of this camper
bucket list through 37 European countries, the readers will be
able to see and experience a lot: well-known travel destinations
such as Italy, Spain and France as well as (still) underestimated
newcomers such as Lithuania, Albania and North Macedonia.

168 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 200 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €19.99
Publication date: March 2022

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de

• Over 150 travel destinations that should not be missing in any
camper bucket list
• With tips for route planning and lots of country-specific
information
• Practical packing lists included

Page 40

Traveling by RV with children: tips
& tricks from parents for parents
Angela Misslbeck
More and more families are discovering vanlife for themselves.
No wonder: campervan trips are simply brilliant with children.
For this book, the author interviewed 15 camper families. With a
wealth of tips, tricks and tours, it makes it easy to try the
vanlife with kids.
Hardly any other way of traveling makes it possible for families
to meet all their needs.

192 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 200 images
Softcover
Retail price: €24.99
Publication date: October 2022

• The best camper tips: from parents for parents
• Inspiring stories about vanlife with kids
• The most beautiful routes in Europe for family holidays in an
RV

RV handbook for seniors
Vehicle equipment, forms of travel and tour tips for active
retirees
Petra Lupp, Martin Klug
Finally free and flexible. For many people, the best time of their
lives begins with retirement. And it is worth spending it
traveling. And an RV will guarantee the ability of beong even
more independent of everything and everyone. This book
answers the essential question of how to make the dream of a
long journey come true. It is a practical handbook for finding
the right vehicle, organizing the new everyday life and
discovering tour tips from real long-term travel professionals.

288 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 350 images
Softcover
Retail price: €32.99
Publication date: October 2022

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de

• Everything seniors need to know before and during the long
RV journeys
• With inspiring interviews from like-minded people
• Practical checklists for long journeys

Page 41

101 things you should know about
cruises
Klaus Viedebantt
Why are ships always female? On which cruise ship does a
ghost "live"? When did cruises start? Cruise history and its
present: the unknown, the extreme and the curious are
collected in this book. Every cruise fan has a chance to learn
about 101 informative and entertaining facts.
• The unknown, the extreme and the curious from the history of
cruises
• 101 aha-moments for cruise fans

192 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm, ~ 150 images
Softcover
Retail price: €16.99
Publication date: August 2022

101 things a trail runner needs to
know
Thorsten Kollmeier
Trail running is for those runners who want to see more than
gray asphalt under their feet. But when changing from the
straight road to labyrinthine trails, the runners come up with
quite a lot of questions: Which shoes do I need? What do I have
to pay attention to when I run downhill? This entertaining trail
running guide answers this questions and a lot of others.
• Know-how: 101 things every trail runner should have heard
about
• Practical: to look up at when the questions arise
• With numerous tips about training and equipment
192 pages, 12.8 x 18.5 cm, ~ 150 images
Softcover
Retail price: €16.99
Publication date: August 2022

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Lost&dark places South Tyrol
33 forgotten, abandoned and spooky places
Wilfried und Lisa Bahnmüller
When it comes to South Tyrol, who thinks of the morbid and
magical, of ghosts and horrors, of legends and horrific figures?
Hardly anyone! But what about the almost sunken church tower
in Lake Reschen? What about the strange earth pyramids, the
abandoned South Tyrolean mines, the bunkers of the Alpine
Wall? Maybe South Tyrol is darker than you think!
• Dark tourism in South Tyrol
• Captivating: 33 lost & dark places and their history
• Scary: with tips on how to best experience the atmosphere of
the places
160 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 200 images
Softcover
Retail price: €22.99
Publication date: September 2022

Lost&dark places Vienna
33 forgotten, abandoned and spooky places
Sophie Reyer, Stefan Schweigert
The Austrian capital has much more morbidity in to offer than
just the central cemetery: for example in its catacombs, deep
under the Hofburg, in the Blutgasse or in the Fischerstiege. And
if you're lucky - or particularly unlucky, you'll even meet the
devil himself at St. Stephen's Cathedral!
• Vienna's dark tourism guide
• Captivating: 33 lost&dark places and their history
• Scary: with tips on how to experience the atmosphere of the
places to the fullest

160 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 200 images
Softcover
Retail price: €22.99
Publication date: September 2022

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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The ultimate racing bike bucket list
50 things you must have experienced
Tim Farin
192 pages, 12.0 x 18.5 cm, ~ 150 images
Softcover
Retail price: €16.99
Publication date: September 2022

Cycling without goals is unthinkable. Anyone who loves this sport always wants more. In
this compact book, cycling author collects important to-dos that should not be missing in
any "CV" of a racing cyclist. The first fall, the first training camp and the ultimate several
day ride - anyone who reads this book is guaranteed to have inspiration for their next
goals!
• Discovering the new: things that racing cyclists must have done
• With lots of ideas on the subject of road cycling
• Inspiration for new adventures with the racing bike

The ultimate hiking bucket list
50 things you must have experienced
André Uzulis
192 pages, 12.0 x 18.5 cm, ~ 160 images
Softcover
Retail price: €16.99
Publication date: July 2022

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de

The ultimate mountaineering
bucket list
50 great experiences: tours, places
and events
Frank Eberhard
192 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm, ~ 150 images
Retail price: €14.99
Softcover
Publication date: September 2021
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4000er: tour guide
The normal routes to all four-thousanders in
the Alps
Richard Goedeke
192 pages, 12.0 x 18.5 cm, ~ 100 images
Retail price: €22.99
Softcover
Publication date: March 2022

Fascination: four-thousander
Climbing four-thousanders is great mountaineering, and "collecting" four-thousanders
is one of the passions of many climbers. But even the normal routes to these mountains
are considerable challenges and require alpine experience. Richard Goedeke's tour
guide offers all the important information about the normal routes to the "big ones" for
all those who want to accept the challenge of 4000ers.
• The legendary work with over 40,000 copies sold
• The tour guide to all four-thousanders in the Alps
• Completely updated with new spectacular photos

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Dream and adventure Pyrenees
Wild nature, spectacular views and lonely
moments
Alexander Hormann, Franziska Hormann
168 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 200 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €34.99
Publication date: September 2022

Pyrenees: a unique natural paradise
The natural paradise of the Pyrenees between Spain and France is wild and beautiful. On
the spectacular 800-kilometer long-distance hiking trail, the authors experience their
greatest adventure together. In breathtaking pictures and stories, the two passionate
long-distance hikers tell of the experiences of their 26-day tour: of mountain panoramas
and climbing passages, of their fights and moments of happiness.
• Breathtaking nature experience
• Wild long-distance hiking trail in the Pyrenees
• Experiencing the Pyrenees up close

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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New paths in the Alps
Hiking in the footsteps of mountain pioneers, first-time
climbers and great mountaineers
Uli Auffermann
This book is for everyone who loves mountain adventures and
who is ready for a spectacular search for traces of the roots of
alpinism. It takes the readers onto a hike opposite the north
face of the Eiger and explains why Anderl Heckmair got so sick
there when climbing for the first time.
• An illustrated book about historical paths in the Alps
• Rediscovering Alpine history
• Possible to repeat the trails: with short information about the
described paths
224 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 180 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €34.99
Publication date: October 2022

Old paths in the Alps
On the tracks of Iceman, smugglers and master builders
Eugen E. Hüsler
An illustrated book about the history of the Alps - told on the
basis of old paths.
As a geographical barrier, the Alps are and always have been a
transit area for people, goods and ideas. Their history is
therefore the history of the paths. Famous mountain author
Eugen E. Hüsler has followed them and collected fascinating
impressions and captivating stories from the times of the
Iceman to the 20th century.
• An illustrated book about historical paths in the Alps
• From the Stone Age to the present day
240 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 300 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €29.99
Publication date: May 2020

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Gates to the world
The most spectacular ports in Europe
Ulf Kaack
192 pages, 26.8 x 28.9 cm, ~ 220 images
Retail price: €45
Hardcover
Publication date: August 2022

A new perspective on Europe's ports
Hamburg, Genoa, Rotterdam: these are great names for fans of the maritime
atmosphere. But the smaller ports also have a lot of charm, be it fishing ports in
Cornwall or marinas on the Croatian coast. Historical pictures - for example of London,
the former largest port in the world - complement this unique illustrated book, since
passenger and freight shipping are experiencing constant and exciting changes.
• A fascinating illustrated book on Europe's ports
• Maritime atmosphere, perfectly captured for all fans
• The whole variety: from the industrial port to the port with few fishing boats

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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The great history of the railway
in Germany
1835 to today
Andreas Knipping
192 pages, 22.8 x 29.6 cm, ~ 350 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €29.99
Publication date: November 2022

The large illustrated book on railway history
Since the 1960s, Andreas Knipping has been photographing railways, collecting
historical railway photos and writing books on railway history. Who, if not him, should
portray the great history of the railway in Germany! He captivatingly describes the
development of the technical marvel from the past to nowadays. Sometimes thoughtful,
often surprising, always fascinating!
• More than just railway nostalgia: the comprehensive railway history
• An unbelievable abundance of great pictures in a large format!

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Five decades of Airbus
History & types
Achim Figgen, Dietmar Plath
192 pages, 26.8 x 28.9 cm, ~ 220 images
Retail price: €45
Hardcover
Publication date: August 2022

Europe's aviation giant turns fifty!
This anniversary edition is a completely updated new edition of the standard work by
Achim Figgen and Dietmar Plath on the history of Airbus and on the aircrafts of this truly
European company. Even in times of crisis, it always remained a story of great visions,
groundbreaking technical achievements and cooperation of many competent people,
passionate about aviation.
• The ultimate anniversary edition
• The complete story, all types of aircrafts
• Richly illustrated by the "Pope" of aviation photography: Dietmar Plath

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Lost trains
Abandoned locomotives, empty halls and
ghost stations
Johannes Glöckner
192 pages, 26.5 x 28.3 cm, ~ 180 images
Retail price: €39.99
Hardcover
Publication date: May 2022

The past of the railroad
This extraordinary illustrated book offers melancholic mood for all rail fans and lovers of
lost places. The abandoned locomotives and wagons, the train stations, the bridges, the
workshops - everything testifies the genius of the inventors and engineers of the railway
and the importance of this kind of transport. The photographs tell amazing stories of the
fate of so many vehicles and railway lines.
• Lost places: finally for railway fans
• Railway history as an archaeological adventure

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de

Page 51

Night fighters, bombers and
fighters
German aircraft legends from 1935 to 1945
Herbert Ringlstetter
224 pages, 19 x 25.5 cm, ~ 380 images
Retail price: €19.99
Hardcover
Publication date: September 2022

Legendary aircraft of World War II
The fighters, bombers and night fighters of the German Air Force: this title is dedictaed
to this topic. The richly illustrated book contains authentic black and white photos,
colored drawings and detailed data tables and it explains the construction and
development, technology and flight behavior, missions, camouflage schemes and
markings of single and twin-engine types of Arado, Heinkel, Henschel, Junkers, FockeWulf, Messerschmitt and Dornier. A fascinating overview for the years 1935 to 1945.
• With over 300 historical photos and detailed drawings in colour
• Solid historical knowledge communicated in a compact form
• History of technology explained in an entertaining way

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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The big book of tractors
A machine that changed the world
Albert Mößmer
168 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 190 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €32.99
Publication date: October 2022

The world of tractors
For centuries, horses and other draft animals helped farmers in their important work.
The history of motorization through self-propelled transporter began in the 1870s.
Steam engines were the first invention used by the farmers. From the end of the 19th
century, the triumph of tractors with combustion engines took this role over. Tractor
lover Albert Mößmer follows this exciting history of technology from the very beginning
up to the present.
• The complete history of the most important agricultural machine
• Richly illustrated and explained in detail by tractor expert Albert Mößmer
• Perfect for farmers and tractor enthusiasts

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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101 things you need to know about
tanks
Thomas Anderson
192 pages, 12.0 x 18.5 cm, ~ 100 images
Softcover
Retail price: €16.99
Publication date: October 2022

What does Leonardo da Vinci have to do with tanks? What is a tank bell? Where does the
word tank come from? Military history expert Thomas Anderson answers these and many
other questions in this small book on the subject of armored vehicles. In addition to all the
important information about the history and present of this weapon, curious facts and
records are also a part of it.
• 101 aha-moments for those interested in military history
• Everything you need to know about technology and use
• Historical classification and critical evaluation

101 things you need to know
about helicopters

101 things you need to know
about train stations

Helmut Mauch, Michael Mau
192 pages, 12.0 x 18.5 cm, ~ 130 images
Softcover
Retail price: €16.99
Publication date: October 2022

Michael Dörflinger
192 pages, 12.0 x 18.5 cm, ~ 100 images
Softcover
Retail price: €16.99
Publication date: October 2022

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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101 things you need to know about
airlines
Andreas Fecker
192 pages, 12.0 x 18.5 cm, ~ 100 images
Softcover
Retail price: €16.99
Publication date: October 2022

From A for Aer Lingus to Z for Zorex Air, aviation specialist Andreas Fecker turns to the
peculiarities of airlines. When was the first airline founded? Which is considered
particularly safe or unsafe – and why? Which company carries the most passengers? These
and many other questions will be answered during this informative and entertaining
journey through history and the present.
• 101 aha-moments for all aviation fans
• Records, the unknown, the extreme and the curious

101 things you should know
about vintage watches

101 things you should know
about the airports

Stefan Friesenegger
192 pages, 12.0 x 18.5 cm, ~ 100 images
Retail price: €16.99
Softcover
Publication date: July 2022

Andreas Fecker
192 pages, 12.0 x 18.5 cm, ~ 110 images
Retail price: €14.99
Softcover
Publication date: July 2022

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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I love my VW Minibus - a declaration
of love in 55 chapters
Michael Dörflinger
192 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm, ~ 100 images
Retail price: €19.99
Softcover
Publication date: September 2022

For drivers and fans every VW Minibus is unique. This book explains why it is so special. A
successful mix of history and stories, which makes this book informative and entertaining
at the same time.
• VW Minibus history and stories around this legend - informative, entertaining and
touching
• Technology, which provides emotions

I love my Land Rover - a
declaration of love to a legend

I love my Vespa – a declaration
of love to a legend

Thomas Dohna
192 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm, ~ 90 images
Retail price: €19.99
Softcover
Publication date: March 2023

Michael Dörflinger
192 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm, ~ 90 images
Retail price: €19.99
Softcover
Publication date: June 2022

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Practice manual airbrush
Layouts for design model railway in colour
Mathias Faber
168 pages, 22.2 x 26.5 cm, ~ 330 images
Softcover
Retail price: €29.99
Publication date: October 2022

Airbrush: explained
The airbrush plays a central role when applying colour to the model railway layouts.
What is possible to do with the airbrush, how it works, where it looks good and where
you’d better be careful: the new book by Mathias Faber offers detailed instructions. Lots
of photos perfect the skills and inspire the creativity when building a model railway
layout.
• Detailed explanations to the instructions and materials
• A practical manual for professionals and beginners
• Pragmatic tips from professionals

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de

Page 57

Steam locomotives
German railway and the railway in Europe:
1961 to today
Wilfried Kohlmeier
256 pages, 22.8 x 29.6 cm, ~ 450 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €59
Publication date: April 2023

Steam locomotive fascination since 1961
This biographical photo book traces Wilfried Kohlmeier's path into the railway hobby.
His most beautiful shots of steam locomotives and steam service in Germany, Western
Europe and America are shown in richly illustrated chapters. The pictures were taken
from 1961 over six decades on extensive photo tours and in the search for rarities. In
addition to personal experiences, the text conveys relevant factual information.
• Professional biography: from student to passionate railway photographer
• Meaningful and previously unpublished photos of the steam locomotives
• Adventure tours to the steam locomotives in Germany and Western Europe

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de

Page 58

Vegetable rescue
For the delicious use of fruit and vegetables:
60 recipes against food waste
Jacqueline Alfers
192 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 80 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €29.99
Publication date: January 2023

Use your food!
Fruit and vegetables that are no longer fresh often end up in the trash. In most cases it
happens just because a delicious idea for spontaneous use is missing. In many cases
overripe fruit and vegetables stay in the supermarket. In order to change that, this book
inspires people to save carrots, peppers, apples, etc. from the dustbin and use them in a
tasty way.
• Throwing away and not buying old and overripe vegetables and fruit was yesterday!
• Rescuing food feels good - and tastes good!
• Modern and young design of the book

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de

Page 59

Green cabbage & beetroot
About the love of cooking and the art of
preserving
Felicitas Nadwornicek, Julia Hildebrand
192 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 85 images
Retail price: €24.99
Hardcover
Publication date: June 2022

Preserving 2.0
Dried fruit, chamomile tea and co. - doesn't that sound hip? In times when selfsufficiency, zero waste and DIY are very popular, this book shows its readers how
modern, diverse and delicious naturally preserved food can actually be. In addition to
the basics and methods of preservation, the book contains a variety of recipe ideas with
naturally preserved vegetables, fruits and herbs - from raspberry granola to rosemary
salt and apple jellies.
• Aroma pure
• Not boring: natural preservation is very trendy
• Familiar technique – new recipes and projects!

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de

Page 60

Happy. Healthy. Nazan!
Easy Turkish cooking. My mom's best recipes cooked in a modern and healthy way
Nazan Eckes
192 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 100 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €26.99
Publication date: October 2022

Nazan is cooking!
Nazan Eckes is a real superstar: 344,000 people follow her on Instagram. For her first
cookbook, she discovers her mum's favorite recipes in Turkey. She goes to markets,
meets people, looks into cooking pots. Then she brings the recipes into her kitchen and interprets them in such a creative and modern way that they are healthy and
delicious. So we can enjoy without guilt.
• Nazan Eckes cooks Turkish
• Turkish & healthy: this is how it tastes particularly good!
• @nazaneckes: 344,000 followers on Instagram

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de

Page 61

Super salads!
Easy. Healthy. Cooking: 55 diverse & quick
recipes
Elle Republic
192 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 100 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €29.99
Publication date: October 2022

These salads are really superb!
The author follows her motto "Simple. Healthy. Cooking" and dedicates her first
cookbook to salads. Divided according to the seasons, it shows 55 super salads that are
not side dishes or emergency solutions, but great meals for every day. From "kale salad
with Brussels sprouts & Parma ham" to "broccoli pasta salad" to "chimichurri potato
salad with green beans" - these 55 salad recipes make everyone's heart beat faster!
• Delicious & healthy: all recipes with nutritional information
• Eat more salad! The book about the current food trend
• Ellerepublic: The successful blog with 937,000+ page views/month

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de

Page 62

Vegetarian sports nutrition
Getting in top shape with green protein. 75
recipes
Heike Föcking
224 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 100 images
Retail price: €29.99
Hardcover
Publication date: June 2022

Veggies in top form
People who make sports regularly want three things: to reduce body fat, to build
muscles and to increase endurance. In addition to the right training plan, a precisely
tailored diet is essential. Traditionally, meat is considered an important source of
protein. But the trend is clearly going in the direction of avoiding meat. From this book,
sports enthusiasts will learn how to get in top shape with a vegetarian diet.
• For vegentarian sports enthusiasts
• Get in top shape with Green Protein

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de

Page 63

The big low carb cookbook
90 ultimate dishes for every day
Diana Ruchser
192 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 90 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €24.99
Publication date: November 2022

Diana Ruchser has been inspiring people with her delicious low-carb recipes for years. The
recipes are not only suitable for everyday use, but also diverse and show that low-carb
nutrition has a lot to offer. The motto of this book is: low carb doesn't mean starving, it
means enjoying. The readers will experience it on their own following the diverse,
delicious recipes from this book!
• The big book on low carb
• Losing weight healthily: not starving, but enjoying

Low carb baking. Bread, buns
& baguettes

Low carb baking. Muffins &
cupcakes

55 creative recipes with less carbs.
Gluten-free. No protein powder. No soy
Diana Ruchser
144 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 70 images
Retail price: €16.99
Softcover
Publication date: January 2020

55 creative low-carb recipes
Diana Ruchser
144 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 80 images
Retail price: €16.99
Softcover
Publication date: September 2021

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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The risotto bible
75 fine variations of the Italian classic. The
best tips & recipes from the risotto world
champion
Holger Zurbrüggen
224 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 30 images
Retail price: €32.99
Hardcover
Publication date: July 2022

Risotto perfetto!
After pasta, risotto is one of the most popular dishes in Italian cuisine. It fairly has the
reputation of being the perfect comfort food dish. However, when cooking risotto, the
devil is in the details: wrong pot, wrong broth, wrong rice, overcooked, too al dente... A
really good risotto requires knowledge and experience! So the readers are offered 75
recipes to obtain both.
• THE risotto manual
• 75 recipes from the risotto world champion

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de

Page 65

Sourdough all-arounder
More than bread: pasta, dumplings, cakes &
more. 60 creative recipes with sourdough
Sonja Bauer, Julia Ruby Hildebrand
192 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 100 images
Retail price: €27.99
Hardcover
Publication date: May 2022

Sourdough goes wild!
Corona has made bread baking the favorite hobby of many. Sourdough found its way
into countless households, where it is fed, looked after and baked. What many people
still don't know is that sourdough can be used in far more ways than just bread baking.
Waffles, pancakes, gnocchi, dumplings, cakes, granola or pasta can be refined with
sourdough. It is an ideal book for those who are looking for inspiration of how to use
sourdough.
• A unique book on the sourdough
• Zero waste: rethinking the use of sourdough leftovers
• The absolute must-have for all hobby cooks

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de

Page 66

Sober drinks
The 50 best drinks made from non-alcoholic
spirits
Sascha & Torsten Wett von "Die Jungs kochen
und backen"
192 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 95 images
Retail price: €24.99
Hardcover
Publication date: June 2022

Mindful drinking
Those who take care of themselves want to avoid alcohol, but definitely don't want to
drink sweet non-alcoholic mixed drinks or water. The trend is going the direction
towards non-alcoholic spirits, such as gin, rum, vermouth as well as alcoholfree wine or
beer. Today loads of bars have non-alcoholic drinks, and there start to appear the first
"sober bars" that only offer non-alcoholic creations. This book offers a lot of inspiration
of how to mix the alcohol-free alternatives of Gin Tonic, Negroni and Aperol Spritz at
home!
• Trend topic of drinks made with non-alcoholic spirits
• Delight without regrets
• 50 stylish drinks from classic to designer drinks - all of them without alcohol

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de

Page 67

Food manufactory – the bible
of noble presents
Sausage - cheese - chocolate candies liqueurs - preserves
Susann Kreihe, Marcin Jucha Photography
272 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 120 images
Retail price: €34.99
Hardcover
Publication date: September 2022

A perfect present
Homemade presents are always something special. A homemade strawberry jam is a
good option. But that's not really imaginative. Passionate hobby cooks can do more. In
this book the readers will therefore find many new inspirations and challenges that not
only impress, but are also very special: homemade sausage or cheese, kimchi,
chocolate cakes for ready-to-bake, whiskey chocolate candies...
• With 70 exclusive recipes
• A rare topic

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de

Page 68

The perfect menu. A great delight
for every course
125 finely combined recipes for all seasons
Susann Kreihe
This book is for all those ambitious amateur cooks who don't
just want to impress their guests with a dish, but also with the
perfect menu. To succeed with a menu it is important to pay
attention to the ingredients, aromas, textures, colors, contrasts
and to so much more. In 35 seasonal menus, professional chef
Susann Kreihe shows how it's done. In spring asparagus is the
main celebrity on the table, rhubarb and strawberries add
wonderfully to the summer grill menu, for autumn she prepared
some surprises for the readers and for Christmas she is
offering a fascinating gourmet menu.
320 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 150 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €49.99
Publication date: April 2022

• A wonderful book for ambitious hobby cooks
• With a guarantee to impress the guests
• Noble, exquisite and with high quality

The perfect plate
Serving like a professional: recipes, tips & inspiration. Each
recipe with step-by-step photographs
Anke Noack, Florian Bolk
The components on a perfectly served plate are a pleasure for
the tongue and the eye. The serving turns a good meal into a
feast for the eyes and to a special experience. The unusual
presentation of the dish is possible not only in the star kitchen,
but also at home. However, sometimes we lack the serving
ideas as well as the patience and the knowledge of how to use
a few tips and tricks to prepare plates that are visually exciting.
This book shows how to do it step-by-step!

256 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 724 images
Retail price: €39.99
Hardcover
Publication date: October 2021

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de

• Food styling: the standard work on the trend topic of serving
• How to make a perfect plate: each recipe with at least 5 stepby-step photos
• A must-have for all ambitious hobby cooks

Page 69

The best piece
Product information & best recipes for the finest types of meat,
breeds & cuts
photoart
The secret of the excellent cuisine is products of the highest
quality! This applies in particular to meat: it should melt in the
mouth and be a delight for the palate. For ultimate enjoyment,
"The best piece" explores rare and noble breeds as well as the
best cuts. This will help the gourmets and ambitious hobby
cooks get all the special knowledge to ensure the special taste
at home.

272 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 140 images
Retail price: €49,99
Hardcover
Publication date: July 2022

• Trend: quality is the key, sustainability counts!
• Becoming an expert: these are the finest varieties, breeds
and cuts
• 80 finest recipes

Game BBQ
55 creative recipes with deer, wild boar & feathered gamel. For
charcoal, gas grill & smoker
Jan van Bebber, Ragnar Riesenkampff, Thomas Spinnen
Grilling pork only is out - a grill variety is in! Besides, the topics
of sustainability, regionality and animal welfare have reached
the grill. Game is regional, sustainable and the animals live in
an appropriate manner. The three authors show the best
recipes with wild boar, deer and feathered game. This is how
grilling today is a trend: choosing good meat for creative taste
combinations and incredibly delicious results.
• Three trends in one book: grilling, sustainability, regionality
• Game tastes increadibly delicious
• 50 new & creative recipes for the grill
224 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 105 images
Retail price: €29.99
Hardcover
Publication date: July 2022

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de

Page 70

asia street food
85 authentic recipes from Thailand, Laos, Cambodia, Myanmar,
Vietnam and Malaysia
Simi & Stefan Leistner
Asian cuisine thrives on the street. Exotic fruits suprise the
travelers, the seductive hissing sound in the wok and the
aromas of roasted spices fill the air: street food has to be tried.
Heike and Stefan Leistner were inspired by the street cuisines
and their authentic dishes. From noodle soups to currys, from
Thailand, Laos, Cambodia, Myanmar and Vietnam even till
Malaysia.
• 25 000 copies sold in Germany
• Best Asian cuisines in one book
272 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 550 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €34.99
Publication date: October 2022

Asia fingerfood
The 65 best party and snack recipes
Alex und Angkana Neumayer
This book is wonderful for everyone who cooks for guests and
doesn’t want to spend hours in the kitchen. Asian fingerfood is
ideal for everyone who wants to have it fast, and who doesn’t
want to serve one dish on the table, but lots of little things. In
this book we have collected only those little snacks, which
have a wow effect, because they look simply stunning!
• Two trends in one book: Asian food and finger food
• 65 recipes with an Asian touch and a wow effect

192 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 80 images
Retail price: €29.99
Hardcover
Publication date: November 2022

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Nordic Christmas
Festive recipes, old customs and traditions through the best
time of the year
Michaela Lühr
In this wonderfully atmospheric book, Michaela Lühr brings
together the best recipes for a perfect Nordic Christmas. In her
small kitchen in the North, not far from the Danish border, all
her dishes are prepared with a pinch of love. This colleaction of
50 recipes awaken the Christmas spirit and longing for the
north!
• Lots of atmosphere and emotions for the Christmas season
• The North celebrates Christmas - we join the celebration!

160 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 100 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €29.99
Publication date: September 2022

Vegan Christmas bakery
50 heavenly recipes for the best time of the year
Caroline Loße
Christmas without cookies is almost impossible. However, if
you want to have them vegan, it is not easy, because Christmas
cookies usually contain butter, honey and eggs. However in
this book we show that it is possible to bake vanilla crescents,
cinnamon stars and Co. without animal ingredients - and it is
very easy. And they even look, smell and taste the same as
their traditional versions. So nothing can get in the way of
vegan Christmas celebration!

160 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 75 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €24.99
Publication date: September 2022

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de

• 100% plant based
• Easy baking recipes without ingredients, which are hard to
find
• Same look, taste and smell as in non-vegan cookies

Page 72

The big wood-fired oven book
Bread, rolls, cakes and sweets: 75 creative recipes
Häussler Backdorf, Maria Brinkop
As part of the conscious decision for the everyday life and the
movement towards qualitative enjoyment, there is now a woodfired oven in many gardens. With this book, all hobby bakers
get the perfect inspiration for varied breads, rolls and cakes.
Wood-fired bread, wood-fired baguettes, wood-fired pizza...
These are the flavours to discover.
• 75 baking recipes for the wood-fired oven
• All dishes can also be prepared in the normal ovens

224 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 120 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €29.99
Publication date: September 2022

Cooking & baking to perfection
with the wood-fired oven
Meat, vegetables, bread and desserts: from the pizza, stone
bake and wood-fired oven
Der Merklinger, Julia Ruby Hildebrand, Ingolf Hatz
A pizza oven or a wood-fired oven are popular extras in the
garden. In order to maintain the euphoria about these
wonderful cooking tools in all hobby grillers, bakers and cooks,
we have collected 70 recipes, which will provide the readers
with new ideas and help them have cozy evenings with lots of
delight!

256 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 150 images
Retail price: €39.99
Hardcover
Publication date: May 2022

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de

• The ultimate cookbook for pizza ovens and wood-fired ovens
• A wonderful source of inspiration to get the most out of the
wood-fired ovens

Page 73

My Life as Lotta. The baking book
60 easy recipes for children
A must-have for all Lotta fans! From books about Lotta's life,
girls and boys all over the world know what Lotta’s favourite
sweet things are. All these cakes, tarts, muffins and pies can be
baked at home. This baking book provides the right recipes,
which reflect Lotta’s taste and will be delicious for all the little
bakers.
• Almost 5 mio copies of "My life as Lotta" sold in Germany
• Children like baking!
• 60 easy recipes from the universe of "My life as Lotta"
• Ideal for all Lotta fans

160 pages, 16.8 x 24.1 cm, ~ 65 images
Retail price: €17.99
Hardcover
Publication date: March 2022

My Life as Lotta. The cookbook
60 easy recipes for kids
"My Life as Lotta" has sold more than four million copies in
Germany and been translated into 34 languages. Now the book
series about Lotta’s escapades, which made millions of kids
laugh out loud, has an extension: a cookbook!
From now on the kids can cook and bake whatever Lotta likes to
eat: muffins, cheese sandwiches with crisps, ice cream, pizza
and peanut butter.
• The first "My Life as Lotta" cookbook
• 60 easy recipes for kids from pizza pancakes to blabärssoppa

160 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 250 images
Retail price: €17.99
Publication date: October 2020

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Taste the outdoors!
55 creative recipes for on the go. Easy outside cooking: for
camping, campervan journeys, day trips and boat trips
Felicitas Then
Felicitas Then is an enthusiastic cook. She loves being outside,
whether it's a day trip or a vacation. In a van, a tent, in the RV or
in a houseboat or canoe: the food must never be neglected.
Here are Felicitas' best recipes, tips & tricks: the food must
taste good!
• Pure van life
• Cooking creatively, enjoying the outdoors: 50 recipes for
water, forest and mountains

192 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 100 images
Retail price: €24.99
Hardcover
Publication date: June 2022

Taste the world
The best recipes from my culinary journeys
Felicitas Then, Grossmann.Schuerle
Felicitas Then has two strong interests: travelling and cooking.
This is why she always goes on culinary tours to discover new
tastes: Italy, Israel, Vietnam, Mexico, Jamaica. She presents the
recipes collected on her journeys in this personal cookbook. All
the recipes are very easy to cook and incredibly delicious.
• A discovery of different cultures through recipes from all over
the world
• Inspirational photography

192 pages, 19.0 x 25.5 cm, ~ 120 images
Retail price: €24.99
Publication date: October 2019

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Bayram
65 recipes for the festival of Ramadan and other Islamic
holidays
Orhan Tançgil, Orkide Tançgil
The end of Ramadan is celebrated with a big feast when the
fasting period is over. In Turkish it is also called "Sugar
Festival" (Şeker Bayramı), because the children are presented
with loads of sweets. Other festivals are also wildly celebrated,
including "Noel" or "Yilbasi", the festival which welcomes the
new year. Orhan Tançgil shows the best recipes for all these
feasts.
• The first cookbook for the Sugar Festival and other festivals
in Islam
• A book as magnificent and sensual as the Sugar Festival
192 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 90 images
Retail price: €27.99
Hardcover
Publication date: April 2022

Thai food
75 authentic recipes from the land of the sun
Angkana Sirisaeng, Alex Neumayer
The author of the book is Thai and she first learned to cook at
home from her mother, then she completed her education as a
cook. In this book about real Thai food, she discovers the
cuisine of her homeland as a local: she guides the readers
through the street food, star cuisine or traditional family
recipes - here we get to know authentic Thai cuisine in a way
that no one else could show us.
• The best recipes from Thailand's kitchens and food shops
• The portrait of the country and of its cuisine
• Angkana Sirisaeng shows us the best dishes from her
homeland
224 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 115 images
Retail price: €29.99
Hardcover
Publication date: July 2022

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Crete
The cult recipes from the island of the gods. Fresh. Easy.
Yummy.
Klio Verigou, Arnold Pöschl
The Cretan cuisine is world-famous and corresponds exactly to
the spirit of the time: from the field to the plate. The olive oil
from this region is among the best in the world, Crete has fresh
fish and lamb, no heavy sauces, plenty of vegetables and fruit
as well as fresh, almost not processed natural products such as
cheese, yogurt, honey and wine. The Cretan Klio Verigou will
introduce the readers to the protagonists of this grandiose
cuisine and reveal the best secret recipes.
• Authentic dishes and lots of love
• A very personal look into Crete's cooking pots
224 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 110 images
Retail price: €29.99
Hardcover
Publication date: June 2022

Le Midi
80 recipes from the South of France
Hilke Maunder, Thomas Müller
Fragrant lavender fields, mild sea breezes, authentic farmer's
markets and warm-hearted people: Southern France is an
absolute dream region. Hilke Maunder catches this mood in "Le
Midi". In order to collect all these impressions she shares with
her readers, she traveled through this region of the country she
has conciously chosen to live in. The photographer Thomas
Müller accompanied her in search of the best recipes and most
typical specialities. With his exceptional eye for people and
food Thomas Müller captures best recipes and the protagonists
of the cuisine from the South of France.

224 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 150 images
Retail price: €29.99
Hardcover
Publication date: June 2022

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de

• A culinary journey through the South of France
• Extraordinary photography
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Scotland
A culinary road trip from Arran to the Highlands. A declaration
of love in 50 recipes
Petra Milde, Lucas Guizo
Scotland is a true paradise for foodies. Here the values are
focused on regional, seasonal, unprocessed products made by
hand with a lot of love and passion. Scotland is the home
country of Aberdeen Angus Beef, Stornoway Black Pudding,
Arbroath Smokies and Shetland Salmon. Besides that the
travelers will find Scottish whisky, ales, scones, shortbread
and of course haggis. This book is a unique culinary journey to
all these dishes and drinks!

224 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 100 images
Retail price: €29.99
Hardcover
Publication date: June 2022

• Nowhere the kitchen is more creative: this is what Scotland
tastes like
• Meet the makers: the protagonists of Scottish cuisine and
their best recipes

Lunch in London
60 genuinely British recipes from late breakfast to afternoon
tea. With portraits & stories
Gabriele Gugetzer, Katya Katkova
The warm-hearted and a bit crazy way of British life is
something which a lot of people all over the world adore, follow
and enjoy very much. People love dearly everything, which
tastes and smells like Britain. In this book the readers can
embark on a culinary journey full of traditions and customs
through the English capital with London expert Gabriele
Gugetzer. In her book she shares portraits of traditional
restaurants like Claridge's & 60 classic recipes for lunch &
afternoon tea.

224 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 110 images
Retail price: €29.99
Hardcover
Publication date: May 2022

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de

• Entertaining stories, atmospheric photographs & 60 best
recipes
• An absolute must-have for fans of Downton Abbey or
Bridgerton!
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Flower cakes
60 creative cakes, tarts & more with flowers, herbs and wild
fruits
Candy Arnold-Prendel
These delicious recipes are all about baking with herbs, flowers
and seeds. The ingredients from the forest, meadow or herb
garden give each baked product very special magic. The author
has collected 60 creative recipes from "flower meadow cake
with blueberries" to "rose popcakes" and "beetroot chocolate
cake" for everyone who wants to enjoy the sweet life with
inspiring flower power!

192 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 100 images
Retail price: €24.99
Hardcover
Publication date: April 2022

• Trend topic: wild herbs!
• With a great seasonal calendar for flowers and herbs
• A must-have for all baking fans looking for new inspiration!
• Flower power for creative bakers

Home sushi
Regional & seasonal. 70 vegetarian & vegan recipes
Alex und Angkana Neumayer
Everyone loves sushi, but many of us feel bad when eating
them: the rolls with salmon and tuna are not sustainable. But
sushi is possible without fish, even vegetarian or vegan
versions with local ingredients taste great! The important thing
in sushi is the rice, everything else is a matter of imagination.
70 creative, seasonal recipes are collected in this book.
• The first book about vegetarian & vegan sushi
• Step-by-step photos for each type of sushi
• Three trends in one book: sushi, sustainable, vegetarian

192 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 100 images
Retail price: €29.99
Hardcover
Publication date: March 2022

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Simple meets delicious
Cooking healthy & fast. 65 recipes
Jasmin von @15Minutenrezepte
The success story of Jasmin's Instagram account
@15Minutenrezepte is impressive. Launched in Spring 2020, it
now has over 250,000 subscribers. The reason? Jasmin knows
what people in these hectic times need: her quick and healthy
recipes. They solve the problem of "What am I cooking today?"
for many mothers and fathers: cheesecakes, oven pasta,
tortellini soup and much more... Natural, authentic and
delicious - exactly what everyone needs for week day friendly
family dinners!

192 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 100 images
Retail price: €24.99
Hardcover
Publication date: February 2022

• @15Minutenrezepte: over 250,000 Instagram followers and to
be continued!
• Fast, easy, delicious - exactly what people are looking for in
everyday life

Food. Love. Party!
77 recipes for fantastic celebrations with friends & family.
Enjoying big & small moments together
Henriette Wulff, Toby Wulff
This book is the ultimate party cookbook with modern and
creative recipes for every occasion: brunch, pre-party,
spontaneous party, picnic, coffee gossip, champagne rush with
friends or cocktail party. Recipes collected in this book will
guarantee a success of the party.
• 77 recipes for the perfect party
• Parties for all occasions in one book
• With tips, tricks and checklists from a party expert

192 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 100 images
Retail price: €24.99
Hardcover
Publication date: October 2022

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Pesto e basta!
The 150 best recipes - from classic to extravagant. For pasta,
pizza, meat, vegetables & bread
Susann Kreihe
Pesto is not only practical when things have to be done quickly
in the kitchen, pesto also has incredibly diverse roles in the
kitchen: sauce for pasta, spread for the bread, dressing for
salads, sauce for meat, fish and vegetables, spicy topping in
soups... So if you want more than pesto genovese or pesto
rosso, you will love this book with 150 recipes and serving
recommendations. A practical manual for all cases!
• A pesto bible
• A lot of ideas how to use pesto
224 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 30 images
Retail price: €29.99
Hardcover
Publication date: June 2022

Food to go
70 favorite vegetarian recipes for hikers
Anna Plumbaum
Anyone who likes to cook and bake will always have place in
their backpacks for homemade delicious snacks. The author
has collected 70 favorite vegetarian recipes for on the go that
will make the readers want to enjoy the seasons outside: from
"wild herb hummus" and "pea and carrot quiche" to
"blackberry blondies" and "walnut brownies".

192 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 95 images
Retail price: €24.99
Hardcover
Publication date: May 2022

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de

• Vegetarian snacks and lunches for the outside with regional
and seasonal fruits and vegetables
• Everyday recipes for delicious hiking lunch breaks at any
time of the year
• Great extra: tips for lunch boxes and for how to carry them in
a hiking backpack properly
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Natural soaps for the home
Forgotten recipes rediscovered
Barbara Freyberger, Sabine Reichlmayer
Sustainable & natural! We do our best to live this way today. No
wonder that making soap is becoming very popular: less waste,
no artificial ingredients... Homemade cleaning products made
from natural ingredients are also used more and more at home.
This book is dedicated to the making of proven household
soaps. There are also tips on how to use up leftover soap and
creative techniques for making colorful soaps.
• Goodbye chemical products & animal testing - everything is
naturally clean!
• With numerous step-by-step photos and tips
160 pages, 16.8 x 24.1 cm, ~ 150 images
Retail price: €19.99
Hardcover
Publication date: February 2022

Making natural soaps at home
Pure skincare from natural oils and herbs – with recipes,
instructions and useful tips
Barbara Freyberger
As the largest organ of our body, our skin deserves special
attention and care. And what better way than to create natural
soaps at home? Olive, coffee, lemon, almond, and rose – you
choose the fragrance, and soapmaking expert Barbara
Freyberger provides all you need to know about ingredients,
processes and recipes. Be it facial soap, soap for the hair or
body scrub, these 30 natural soap creations offer cleansing and
care for the body.

160 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 100 images
Retail price: €20
Publication date: September 2017

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de

• 30 natural, gentle soaps to make at home
• Basics and useful practical knowledge about ingredients,
equipment and techniques, explained simply and easily
• With step-by-step instructions and pro tricks from a soap
expert
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Upcycling cans: everything used,
nothing wasted
The best ideas for cans
Ina Mielkau
128 pages, 19.0 x 25.5 cm, ~ 250 images
Softcover
Retail price: €19.99
Publication date: October 2022

In the new volume of the popular upcycling series, Ina Mielkau offers imaginative projects
around old cans. Once you've seen these awesome upcycling projects, you'll never think
about throwing the cans away again. Step by step, the author shows diverse creations for
plants, innovative lamps, decorative and practical things. This is how shiny gold vases, a
stylish lamp or an ingenious picnic set are created!
• High-quality upcycled unique pieces made from everyday material
• Extraordinary ideas for old cans
• Quick and easy to realize - projects with a success guarantee

Upcycling books: everything
used, nothing wasted

Upcycling jeans: everything
used, nothing wasted

The best ideas from old books
Helene Kilb
128 pages, 19.0 x 25.5 cm, ~ 200 images
Retail price: €16.99
Softcover
Publication date: January 2022

The best DIY ideas out of jeans
Annette Leva-Dehm
128 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 200 images
Retail price: €16.99
Hardcover
Publication date: April 2022

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Celebrations: the wedding
Inspirations for the special day: table
decoration, invitation cards, gifts and more
Katja Henning
96 pages, 19.7 x 23.5 cm, ~ 130 images
Softcover
Retail price: €19.99
Publication date: October 2022

Beautiful anticipation
Who doesn't like to dream of their own wedding, of stylish invitation cards, pretty table
arrangements, elegant decorations and unusual gifts for guests?
This book is the perfect companion for wedding preparations: from planning with all the
important checklists to wonderful inspiration of how to decorate the wedding space and
unique DIY ideas, it has everything for individual wedding needs!
• Wedding from A to Z: planning and ideas for realization in one book
• More than 20 dreamlike DIY projects with a personal touch
• Including checklists to tick off

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Concrete: deco-love
Stylish home and garden accessories: selfmade
Katja Henning
128 pages, 19.7 x 23.5 cm, ~ 140 images
Softcover
Retail price: €21.99
Publication date: August 2022

Robust and elegant
Concrete has become creative material par excellence: whether for large or small
decorative objects, for outside or inside - with the robust and versatile properties of
concrete, a large number of DIY projects can be realized quickly and easily!
From filigree candle holders to practical cake plates and elegant hanging tables - with
the new decoration ideas from this book, reader’s homes and gardens will shine in new
splendor!
• Concrete is a trend again!
• More than 20 decoration ideas for home and garden
• Easy to understand step-by-step instructions

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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The paper maché: workshop
Modeling with paper, water and glue
Dorothea Schmidt
After the successful book "Paper Baskets", Dorothea Schmidt
is now impressing the readers with her new book, this time on
paper maché. She presents various paper-maché "recipes" and
shows the wide variety of the materials in her upcycling
projects. After a detailed introduction to paper dough, magical
decorative objects are created step-by-step for the whole year dreamlike lanterns, spice bowls, jewelery and much more.
• All around paper-maché
• Detailed technical part makes the book suitable for readers of
every level
• This book shows new dimensions of paper upcycling!
144 pages, 20 x 24.1 cm, ~ 180 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €24.99
Publication date: September 2022

Paper baskets
Baskets, accessories and decoration made from waste paper
Dorothea Schmidt
Did you know that there is a potential basket in every pile of the
newspapers, which are read and are prepared to be thrown
away? In this book the author explains the technique of basket
weaving with waste paper and presents practical and beautiful
models. The book also contains a so-called "basket
construction kit", with which readers can become creative and
make baskets according to their own ideas.

96 pages, 22 x 22 cm, ~ 100 images
Retail price: €16.99
Hardcover
Publication date: January 2021
Word count: 15 000 words

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de

• Beautiful baskets, accessories and decorative objects made
from waste paper
• The basics of basket weaving
• Creative and sustainable DIY ideas

Page 86

My perfect hygge year
Ideas, recipes and tips in cozy Scandinavian
style
Anna Parwoll
128 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 200 images
Retail price: €19.99
Hardcover
Publication date: May 2022

The perfect Scandinavian year
Anna Parwoll summarizes the most beautiful moments of the year in this book - all of
them in Scandinavian style. Suitable for every season, the fantastic recipes, Nordicinspired DIY projects and decoration ideas are collected in this book. The author shows,
among other things, how to organize a perfect midsummer party, how to make glowing
can lanterns or prepare refreshing lemonade. A must-have for all Scandi fans!
• Unique and creative: for all Scandi lovers!
• The ideal combination of DIY projects, decoration tips and recipes
• With atmospheric and high-quality images for the Scandi feeling

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Raffia yarn: best ideas
Dagmar Bily
Somehow it was always there, the raffia palm, but after a long
period of oblivion it is only now receiving real attention. And
this is a wonderful re-discovery, because it corresponds exactly
to the spirit of the time: close to nature and sustainable. This
book offers a lot of great ideas, such as hats, baskets and
much more.
• Practical everyday helpers and fashionable accessories
• Great material for DIY projects
• Sustainable natural material

96 pages, 20 x 24.1 cm, ~ 80 images
Retail price: €17.99
Hardcover
Publication date: May 2022

Creative wooden decoration
Furnishing ideas for my home
Katja Henning
This beautiful book offers more than 20 high-quality decorative
objects made of wood. The author combines creativity, design
and stylish photography in her projects. Illustrated step-bystep instructions as well as tricks and tips simplify the creation
of the unique pieces. There are home decorative treasures,
practical organizers and wonderful gifts for beloved ones.
Simple instructions with a wow-effect!
• Over 20 projects all about the popular material wood
• High-quality photos with style
• Interior decoration, gifts and individual unique objects made
of wood
128 pages, 20 x 24.1 cm, ~ 170 images
Retail price: €19.99
Hardcover
Publication date: February 2022

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Creating moss pictures
Trendy decoration for a natural interior design
Sven Job
80 pages, 20 x 24.1 cm, ~ 160 images
Retail price: €16.99
Hardcover
Publication date: August 2022

Green interior design
Many people love houseplants but don't have the green fingers or time to properly care
for them, repot them and water them regularly. Then moss pictures are just the right
thing, because they create a natural atmosphere in every room with their lush green and
their organic surface structure. This book offers detailed instructions on how to easily
refresh the interior design adding some green.
• Organic and yet completely maintenance-free
• A new trend for the interior design
• Very easy DIY projects

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Inspirations for the garden
42 creative decorating ideas to make you feel good
Ina Mielkau
The warm season lures everyone outside, and everyone wants
to feel comfortable in their own gardens and make them as
beautiful as possible. The trend continues to move towards
individuality and authenticity. The author uses detailed
instructions to show, among other things, how to make unique
stepping stones or how to make signs for the herb gardens.
• Creative: projects for an individual and beautiful garden
• Close to nature: creating extra living space for insects
• Constructing with your own hands instead of buying

128 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 180 images
Retail price: €19.99
Hardcover
Publication date: January 2022

Inspirations for balconies and
terraces
24 creative decorating ideas to make you feel good
Felix Grimm
The must-have book for summer! This book is full of creativity –
with Felix Grimm's diverse ideas for wood, FIMO®, macrame
and more - every balcony and terrace becomes an individual
place to feel good. Small decorative elements such as twisted
candles and mosaic tea lights are included. But there are also
larger projects such as simple shelves or a station for plants.

128 pages, 20 x 24.1 cm, ~ 170 images
Retail price: €19.99
Publication date: February 2022

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de

• Most popular trend techniques, such as twisted candles,
FIMO® ideas and macrame projects
• Perfectly suitable for every balcony and every terrace - no
matter what size
• Simple ideas with a wow effect!

Page 90

Sophisticated designs for cash
gifts
Original ideas for every occasion
Wiebke Schröder
96 pages, 20 x 24.1 cm, ~ 180 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €19.99
Publication date: October 2022

Money gifts for loved ones
"I would like a subsidy for..." - DIY expert Wiebke Schröder has collected over 20 original
ideas in this book so that cash gifts no longer mean just handing over banknotes. It
shows how quickly and easily an important, but a non-creative present can be turned
into an attractive surprise. Cash is hidden in a 3D sky, as the wings of a paper bird or in
a colorful candy - an absolute must-have book!
• Wrapping money gifts for every occasion!
• Modern and new projects
• Many variants for individual presents

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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The Scandinavian Christmas wight
Enchanting ideas, instructions and templates for everything to
do with the wight door
Marie Krause
The Scandinavian advent calendar tradition for 24 days full of
anticipation for Christmas is now also available to make
yourself. The author shows lots of DIY projects for the wight
door so that the little wight can move in just in time for
Christmas. From the dream house to the decoration: the
instructions lead step by step to an individual, Scandinavian
Advent experience.

96 pages, 20 x 24.1 cm, ~ 170 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €19.99
Publication date: August 2022

• Creating beautiful experiences for parents and children
during the Christmas season
• Easy projects
• Good for the budget: inexpensive materials

Scandinavian Christmas lights
Bright ideas for DIY
Annette Diepolder, Julika Schlüter
At the latest during the Advent time, it is the right moment to
make yourself comfortable at home. Light plays a major role,
especially in Scandinavia, where it gets dark early during the
winter time. Therefore, Scandinavian people like to decorate
with light. Whether DIY candle holders made of wood or
concrete, filigree LED stars, modern Advent wreaths or
homemade candles - the ideas from this book bring
Scandinavian Christmas atmosphere to every home.

112 pages, 19.0 x 25.5 cm, ~ 60 images
Softcover
Retail price: €19.99
Publication date: September 2022

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de

• Atmospheric and self-made
• Modern Scandi look
• Trendy materials
• Light decoration for the entire home

Page 92

Christmas stars: simple &
sustainable
30+ upcycling craft ideas
Nicole Hagen
Upcycling at its best: Christmas craft projects with sustainable
materials. Magical folded stars, filigree tree decorations and all
kinds of star-shaped decorations can be made from old
newspapers, scraps of fabric or wire.
• Best upcycling ideas
• Paper, cardboard, fabric, wire and other leftovers

128 pages, 19.0 x 25.5 cm, ~ 150 images
Softcover
Retail price: €21.99
Publication date: August 2022

The big book of Christmas tree
decoration
Beautiful pieces made of paper, modeling clay, wood and Co.
Wiebke Schröder
Homemade Christmas tree decoration for a unique tree! The
experienced DIY expert Wiebke Schröder presents creative and
simple projects made out of popular materials. With
sophistication and a love of detail, she shows how wood,
FIMO®, macrame or paper can be turned into Christmas
decoration. The author leads the readers step by step through
the illustrated instructions. Atmospheric photos in this book
are the first step to Christmas atmosphere!

128 pages, 20 x 24.1 cm, ~ 200 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €24.99
Publication date: August 2022

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de

• Creating individual tree decoration easily
• The popular trend materials from FIMO® to macrame
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My creative advent calendar
24 instructions and recipes
Claudia Vosbrink
With these 24 creative ideas, the Christmas spirit comes up and December is guaranteed not to be boring! Homemade
Christmas mail, fragrant arrangements, ingenious gift ideas
and magical Christmas decorations make the Advent season
the perfect creative session! Every day has a new creative idea
in store, whether it's knitting legwarmers, crocheting hats,
making decorations out of wood, concrete, fabric, paper or
modeling clay - there's something for everyone here!

96 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 100 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €19.99
Publication date: September 2022

• Advent calendar book with 24 creative projects
• Pure variety: DIY projects made of paper, wool, wire, wood,
concrete and modeling clay
• With atmospheric photos

Green Christmas
Decorating for green Christmas
Anna Bleibtreu, Katharina Osterod
Who doesn't love the scent of fresh pine wood during the
Christmas time? This book provides the loveliest ideas for
decorating your home with all kinds of woods. Advent and door
wreaths, flower arrangements, garlands, gift wrapping, table
decorations and much more add up to the Christmas spirit and
scent in every home.
• Decoration ideas around all kinds of woods: pine, eucalyptus
and mistletoe
• In a modern Scandinavian look
• With knowledge of materials around various plants
96 pages, 19.7 x 23.5 cm, ~ 60 images
Softcover
Retail price: €14.99
Publication date: September 2022

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Campervan design
Interior design on four wheels
Marcella Thurau
192 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 250 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €29.99
Publication date: April 2022

Design miracle on wheels
This edition presents 20 campervans with a wow-effect, each of them is a pure vanlife
miracle. With detailed photos, information about the van conversion and insights into
the lives of the owners, this book shows that a campervan can be a great travel vehicle
and a stylish way of living at the same time. This book inspires the readers to make their
own campervan design projects and increases the style awareness.
• Inspirational campervan conversions with focus on interior design
• Exciting insights into the life of campervan owners
• With tips on selection of colors and materials for your own interior design projects in
your campervan

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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My studio for acrylic painting: trees
and bushes
Painting atmospheric motifs step by step
Werner Maier
Landscapes are one of the favorite subjects of hobby artists.
Trees and bushes are a very important, repetitive landscape
element. The experienced artist and lecturer Werner Maier
explains step by step how to incorporate them into your own
compositions. He pays special attention to the depiction of
light and shadow as well as the reproduction of the various
shades of green and color nuances.

96 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 150 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €22.99
Publication date: August 2022

• Compact workshop on painting trees and bushes with acrylic
paints
• Well-explained basics
• Step-by-step explanations for beginners and advanced hobby
artists

My studio for watercolour painting:
water
Painting atmospheric pictures step by step
Kristina Jurick
Watercolor is ideal for painting smooth gradients, waves and
spray. The experienced artist Kristina Jurick shows how rippling
river, calm lake, gentle sea or dramatic waves can be depicted
in watercolour techniques.
• A handbook for painting water in watercolours
• Well-explained basics
• Step-by-step: perfect for beginners and advanced hobby
artists
96 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 120 images
Retail price: €19.99
Hardcover
Publication date: March 2022

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Ink painting
Painting abstract pictures with alcohol ink markers
Nicole Menz
Ink painting is a new technique that inspires many! Due to the
fact that alcohol ink markers consist mainly of alcohol in
addition to color pigments, the colors can always be liquefied
and removed from the painting surface. This creates effective
gradients in brilliant colors. The artist and lecturer Nicole Menz
explains all the steps in detailed instructions in a way that is
easy to understand, and both beginners and advanced hobby
artists will find many creative ideas for expressive paintings in
this book.

112 pages, 22.2 x 26.5 cm, ~ 80 images
Flexcover
Retail price: €24.99
Publication date: July 2022

• Trending technique in acrylic painting
• Abstract paintings with beautiful color gradients
• With step-by-step instructions

Painting abstract pictures in acrylic
New effects & mixing techniques
Nicole Menz
Luminous colours, relief-like structures and exciting effects.
The artist and lecturer Nicole Menz shows how your own acrylic
paintings can be turned into very special works of art using
various techniques, with pastes and metallic bronzes, with XL
crackle paste and airbrush paint. Detailed step-by-step
instructions clearly explain how to paint impressive bubbles
and drops. Beginners and advanced users will find many
suggestions for decorative acrylic paintings in this book.
• New techniques in acrylic painting
• Abstract images with expressive power
• Step-by-step instructions
112 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 160 images
Retail price: €22.99
Hardcover
Publication date: January 2022

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Nature sketching step-by-step
Quick landscape sketches with pen and watercolor
Hans-Christian Sanladerer
Natural beauty surrounds us everywhere, even in the big city
there are green refuges. In this book, Hans-Christian
Sanladerer invites the readers to study nature closely and
capture it with brisk lines and boldly set color areas. Drawing
beginners can be just as inspired as experienced sketching
hands. The author first shares the basic knowledge with the
readers, then he dwells on techniques and materials and after
this he presents step-by-step instructions to sketch charming
nature and wonderful landscapes.

96 pages, 19.7 x 23.5 cm, ~ 90 images
Softcover
Retail price: €19.99
Publication date: October 2022

• Trend topic: quick sketching
• Drawing expressive landscape motifs step-by-step
• For beginners and advanced hobby artists

Floral sketching
Quick floral sketches with pencil and watercolor
Hans-Christian Sanladerer
In urban sketching, everyday scenes are drawn in the
sketchbook with loose lines and accentuated colored areas.
This trend is now followed by a new one: floral sketching. This
book presents a lot of inspiring flower motifs, shows how to
sketch them with ease and how to bring them to artistic life
with the right color tones.
• Step-by-step to expressive flower sketches
• Motifs that are currently in
• For beginners and advanced sketching hobby artists

112 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 200 images
Retail price: €19.99
Hardcover
Publication date: October 2021

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Watercolor greenery
Painting your favorite plants with watercolors
Maria Hoier, Hannah Schäfers
96 pages, 19.7 x 23.5 cm, ~ 90 images
Softcover
Retail price: €19.99
Publication date: September 2022

Favorite plants: now on paper
Calathea, Monstera or Alocasia - cool indoor plants are a big trend. In this book, Maria
Hoier and Hannah Schäfers show that they also look great as watercolor motifs. First the
authors explain the most important things about materials, dwell on the basics, show
some watercolor techniques and brush lettering techniques and then they present
detailed instructions to paint a complete picture. With templates and examples for
cards, posters and bookmarks.
• Trendy plants: succulents and other indoor plants
• Watercolor style
• For beginners and advanced hobby artists
• With templates and step-by-step instructions

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Home sketching
Sketching everyday scenes easily
Antje Linker-Wenzel
96 pages, 19.7 x 23.5 cm, ~ 90 images
Softcover
Retail price: €19.99
Publication date: July 2022

Home sweet home
Whole rooms, pretty arrangements or even individual objects: there are always many
attractive motifs available at home! This book shows how to sketch them with just a few
lines and color with watercolor. With loose strokes, the experienced sketcher Antje
Linker-Wenzel shows how these everyday scenes can be put down on paper quickly and
easily. She also explains a lot about the choice of motifs, cuttings, colorings and many
other important details.
• Trend topic: sketching quickly
• Drawing original pictures from everyday life: step-by-step
• For beginners and advanced hobby artists

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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The big book of portraits
Sketching and coloring faces like the pros
Izabela Marcinek
240 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 200 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €34.99
Publication date: October 2022

The art of the portrait
To learn how to draw and paint faces is possible! This comprehensive instruction book
accompanies beginners who already have some experience and advanced hobby artists
on their path. First, the basics as well as the drawing and painting techniques are
presented. Then the detailed step-by-step instructions show how to draw and paint
faces. The motto of this book is: "Practice makes perfect".
• The basics and the drawing and painting techniques are presented
• With about 30 step-by-step portraits
• For beginners and advanced hobby artists

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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The big book of one knitting
pattern
The most beautiful leaf patterns
Babette Ulmer
With their diverse details and different knitting elements, leaf
patterns are ideal for summer clothes. The readers are offered
a lot of projects with a lot of beautiful decorative elements,
which will make their self-made pieces an eye-catcher! The
author explains how clothes in this technique are knitted, she
offers detailed instructions for projects that are easy to follow
and guarantee a success.

96 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 80 images
Retail price: €16.99
Hardcover
Publication date: March 2022

• One knitting pattern, many models - from home deco to
fashion
• Different levels of difficulty: for beginners and advanced
knitters

The big book of one knitting
pattern
The best knopped patterns
Babette Ulmer
The knopped patterns provide a completely different look for
home-knit sweaters, scarves, hats or home accessories. The
sophisticated extras make everything decorated with them an
eye-catcher! In this new volume of the series, the experienced
author explains how this special technique is applied in the
best way, offering the readers detailed instructions for projects
that are easy to follow and which guarantee a success.

96 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 80 images
Retail price: €16.99
Hardcover
Publication date: March 2022

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de

• One knitting pattern, many models - from home deco to
fashion
• Different levels of difficulty: for beginners and advanced
knitters
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Knitting summer fashion from
light yarns
Tops, sweaters, cardigans and accessories
Claudia Laermann, Nina Kuhn Visuelle
Medienkonzeption
128 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 80 images
Retail price: €19.99
Hardcover
Publication date: April 2022

Perfect for warm days
Knitting is no longer just for the cold winter months, when you snuggle up under the
blanket in thick socks and a warm sweater. It is very trendy to wear a knitted tank top
with denim shorts or a cardigan over a summer dress. Sweaters knitted in cool and airy
way are absolute eye-catchers! The author explains her projects very clearly, so even
beginners can try them.
• DIY knitwear for summer
• Airy models
• Knitting models both for beginners as well as for advanced knitters

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Cosy weekend knits
Knitting, enjoying, relaxing - projects for a
perfect weekend
Christine Paxmann
144 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 100 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €24.99
Publication date: August 2022

For cozy knitting weekends
Nice knitting projects in just one weekend! Cuddled on the sofa, with tea in your hand that's how many weekends go by. Here comes the perfect addition: knitting projects that
are created exactly for these days. From shopping for wool to the last swing of the
needle - with simple instructions and tips for the right timing.
• Coffee-table look
• Combines the current trend of relaxation with creativity of knitting
• Simple projects that are also suitable for beginners and guarantee quick success

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Knitting Norwegian sweaters
with round yokes
Statement fashion in Scandinavian style
Babette Ulmer
128 pages, 19.0 x 25.5 cm, ~ 60 images
Softcover
Retail price: €19.99
Publication date: October 2022

Knitted statement looks
The round yokes in the cheerfully patterned Fair Isle or Norwegian look are back - so it's
only logical that they absolutely have to be knitted again. Whether brightly colored like a
rainbow or with rather earthy, subtle nuances - round yoke always works and is a
sophisticated eye-catcher. Well-explained instructions by an experinced author show
the readers how to knit the must-haves for cold days.
• Knitting sophisticated patterns: well-explained
• Trendy Fair Isle or Norwegian style with many small details
• Colorful or minimalistically elegant looks

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Knitting cute bonnets and hats for
the little ones
The new trend for children: easily knitted
Babette Ulmer
As the very first hat for the newborn or as a cute accessory for
the preschooler - knitted bonnets are trendy. Whether with a
pom-pom or a cool sign, plain or with a sophisticated pattern this book offers a diverse selection of the cutest models. And
thanks to the practical and easy-to-understand instructions,
the knitted hat will always fit.
• Trendy Scandinavian look
• Large variety of models
• Unique patterns and modern colors
80 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 90 images
Softcover
Retail price: €12.99
Publication date: September 2022

Crocheting cute bonnets and hats
for the little ones
The new trend for children: easily crocheted
Babette Ulmer
As the very first hat for the newborn or as a cute accessory for
the preschooler - knitted bonnets are trendy. Whether with a
pom-pom or a cool sign, plain or with a sophisticated pattern this book offers a diverse selection of the cutest models. And
thanks to the practical and easy-to-understand instructions,
the knitted hat will always fit.
• Trendy Scandinavian look
• Large variety of models
• Unique patterns and modern colors
80 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 90 images
Softcover
Retail price: €12.99
Publication date: September 2022

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Crocheting in boho style
The fashion trend for feel-good vibes
Sabine Ruf
128 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 50 images
Retail price: €19.99
Hardcover
Publication date: April 2022

Crocheting your own boho look
When the summer is flourishing outside, color and playful fashion are coming into the
wardrobe! With the great projects presented in this book, the readers can easily create
their own crocheted boho collection. The readers are offered, for example, to crochet a
long maxi skirt in bold colors for the evening party, shorts and crop top set and many
other looks. The instructions for home accessories complete the ultimate boho feeling!
• Instructions for crocheted boho projects
• Models in the current boho trend style
• Suitable for beginners and advanced crochet fans

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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The touch of a scarf
Crocheting scarves and shawls with mohair
and light yarns
Andel Konrad
96 pages, 20 x 24.1 cm, ~ 80 images
Retail price: €17.99
Hardcover
Publication date: April 2022

Light shawls quickly crocheted
Even if the weather is nice, it can get chilly and you might want to take something warm
with you for just in case. Not a winter scarf, but something to throw over your shoulders.
This book presents a nice collection of light crocheted projects. Beautiful accessories
are created in light colors and made from delicate yarns, which not only keep you warm,
but also enrich every outfit.
• The DIY trend of crocheting can now be used all year long
• Illustrated and easy to follow instructions
• Bright colors, delicate yarns

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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The big book of one crocheting
pattern: knopped patterns
Eva Winckler
96 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 80 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €19.99
Publication date: September 2022

Whether a shawl, a scarf, a sweater, a pillow or a blanket: these crocheted projects show
the whole variety of the knopped pattern. This crocheting pattern is extremely decorative,
can be done in many beautiful variations and gives the crocheted piece a very special
touch. From fashion to home decor, this comprehensive pattern collection presents
detailed instructions, with projects for the beginners as well as advanced crocheters.
• Everything around the knopped patterns
• Crocheted items for practical use
• For beginners and advanced crocheters

The big book of one crocheting
pattern: chevron pattern

The big book of one crochet
pattern: ajour

Sabine Ruf
96 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 80 images
Retail price: €16.99
Hardcover
Publication date: March 2022

Stephanie Thies
96 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 80 images
Retail price: €16.99
Hardcover
Publication date: April 2022

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Crocheting legendary gamestars 2
The popular islanders for at home
Franziska Pfoser
The hype about gaming continues! So that you not only have
your favorite island characters on the Nintendo, but also at
home to touch and cuddle, you can simply crochet them with
the help of these uncomplicated instructions.
Whether rabbit, pig, dog or frog - all crocheted animals were
designed based on the original character from the video game.
• Popular video game characters to crochet
• Clear instructions, simple DIY-process
• With individual design options

128 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 80 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €21.99
Publication date: October 2022

Crocheting legendary gamestars
Popular video game figures as amigurumi
Dana Erdtmann
This book warms the hearts of all gaming fans. The author
shows how video game heroes from classic game hits come to
life as crocheted figures. Besides easy-to-understand
crocheting instructions, the readers will find some exciting
facts about their favourite characters.
• 2 top trends in one book: amigurumi and video games
• Background information about video game history

128 pages, 19.0 x 25.5 cm, ~ 200 images
Retail price: €17.99
Hardcover
Publication date: May 2021

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Boho style macrame
Make accessories and home decorations
Linda Fertig, Denise Lüdicke
128 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 200 images
Retail price: €19.99
Hardcover
Publication date: March 2022
Word count: ~ 11 500 words

In love with macrame
The authors show their favorite macrame projects. They guide the readers step by step
through beautiful pennant chains, bracelets, wall hangings and other popular bohostyle designs. A detailed basic course on the most important knotting techniques as well
as valuable tips and detailed instructions from the two experienced macrame artists
ensure success and fun. A book that makes macrame hearts beat faster!
• The most beautiful boho designs
• Unique projects, small and large, made from the trendy macrame yarn
• Detailed knotting instructions for guaranteed success

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Embroidery for a beautiful
celebration
Decorating accessories and clothing for Christmas
Louise Lemke
Embroidery is fun! With just a needle and a thread, stitch by
stitch - pretty, filigree pictures can be created. Christmas
stockings, Christmas cards and many other things can be
decorated in an atmospheric way with ease. This book shows
12 extraordinary embroidery projects including templates for
numerous Christmas motifs to upgrade the cozy socks, table
napkins and even your own advent calendar.

96 pages, 16.8 x 24.1 cm, ~ 120 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €19.99
Publication date: September 2022

• 12 winter embroidery projects
• Everything can be decorated: from Christmas cards to
Christmas stockings
• Including a template sheet for all Christmas motifs

Embroidered with love
Fashion upcycling for your favorite pieces
Louise Lemke
The author came up with something special: She embellishes
the pieces bought in the shops and in the Internet with
embroidery: jeans, a plain white T-shirt or cool Converse
sneakers get an individuality! She also gives valuable tips on
repairing textiles. In step-by-step pictures, she shows exactly
how it's done, so that even beginners can add something
special to their clothes.
• Creativity instead of standard fashion
• Sustainability for individuality
• Repairing broken pieces instead of throwing them away
128 pages, 19.3 x 26.15 cm, ~ 90 images
Retail price: €19.99
Hardcover
Publication date: May 2022

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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My first toy to cuddle with
Sewing toys for babies and toddlers
Stefanie Benz, Elke Reith, Gabriela Reuß
96 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 25 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €22.99
Publication date: August 2022

Sewn with lots of love
Soft and cuddly toys made out of fabrics are the first companions for children. With their
help the little ones discover the world. Sewn by mum, grandma or family friends, they
are beautiful and will be loved dearly for a long time. The cute cuddly toys are easy to
sew due to the detailed instructions and patterns, suitable even for beginners. And if the
toys are made out of soft jersey, velor and terry fabrics, cuddling is particularly nice!
• First favorite animals for the little ones
• Individual and self-made
• With patterns and step-by-step instructions

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Sewing jersey T-shirts
1 book - 1000 styles
Christiane Münchenberg
A white T-shirt is an absolute must-have in every wardrobe!
Nonetheless, a bit of variety is always nice. The author has
collected a lot of ideas how to add different elements to this
minimalistic piece to create new looks over and over again. She
has created a construction kit to enable a wide variety of
combinations. This book is a great tool both for beginners and
advanced sewers.
• Genious idea: sewing kit for lots of looks
• Pattern sheets
• Combining the elements depending on your mood and special
occasions
128 pages, 20 x 24.1 cm, ~ 80 images
Retail price: €19.99
Hardcover
Publication date: April 2022

Sewing jersey loungewear
Timeless basics
Christiane Münchenberg
Sweat fashion can be found everywhere - you wear it when
shopping, working or when spending time in a café.
Comfortable clothes are trending, the days of inelastic fabrics
and tight cuts as workwear are over. This book presents cozy
basics: sporty, casual or elegant, depending on the
combination. In addition to the jogging pants, there are also
detailed sewing instructions and step-by-step photos for
hoodies, sweat dresses and other clothes.
• Sewing comfortable loungewear instead of buying it
• With pattern sheets
96 pages, 20 x 24.1 cm, ~ 80 images
Retail price: €17.99
Hardcover
Publication date: February 2022

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Sewing sustainable fashion
Upcycling for your wardrobe: creative, sustainable, individual
Heike Hartwig
Throwing away is totally out, and that's the good thing. It
makes sense to give textiles that are no longer used, a new
purpose. The author has come up with great projects that give
grandma's lace tablecloth, a man's shirt with a stain on the
sleeve or a discarded rug a different function and make it to the
favourite piece in the wardrobe.
• Suitable for beginners
• Sewing clothes and accessories from already existing textiles
• Slow fashion as a counter-trend to fast fashion
• New life for old things
128 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 80 images
Retail price: €19.99
Hardcover
Publication date: February 2022

Sewing summer dresses
Light & airy: tunics, kaftans and maxi dresses
Mia Führer
Rising temperatures awaken the desire for loose, airy clothes in
fresh colors. This book provides the readers with inspiration for
trendy cuts and trendy colors. The author, a professional tailor,
prepares each model with a pattern and step-by-step photos in
such a way that it is easy to understand and easy to sew. In this
way, complicated or elaborate cuts such as kaftans or boho
dresses can be sewn easily.
• Cuts and fabrics for the hot season
• Easy to follow instructions
• Experienced author
• Clothes with individuality
128 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 60 images
Retail price: €19.99
Hardcover
Publication date: April 2022

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Sewing bodysuits and rompers for
babies
Cute jersey outfits in sizes 48-92
Sonja Hahn-Schmück
Rompers and bodysuits are the absolute basics for the little
ones. Practical, comfortable and cute, no wishes remain
unfulfilled. They are often changed several times a day, and the
sizes change very quickly, so there should always be a few in
stock in the wardrobe. The experienced author shares detailed
instructions and step-by-step pictures to show the parents how
to sew jersey outfits using their favorite patterns.
• Sewing basics for your little ones
• Comfortable and cozy in jersey
96 pages, 20 x 24.1 cm, ~ 130 images
Retail price: €19.99
Hardcover
Publication date: March 2022

Sewing baby accessories for at
home and on the go
Grasping toys, rattles, touch-and-feel cloths and more
Katharina Nachbar
For modern parents, the baby's initial equipment is an
important topic - and this book invites them to sew it
themselves! In addition to clothing, a newborn needs all sorts
of things for at home and on the go: baby cocoons, bed
borders, bibs, baby blankets and much more. The instructions
of how to sew these useful companions can be found in this
book. They are designed and sewn with love and are explained
step by step. Also suitable for sewing beginners!

96 pages, 20 x 24.1 cm, ~ 120 images
Retail price: €19.99
Hardcover
Publication date: March 2022

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de

• Baby equipment for at home and on the go
• With trendy fabrics, motifs and colors
• With patterns and detailed sewing instructions
• For beginners and advanced sewers
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Learing how to sew
From the basics to your favorite model
Working with fabrics, scissors and needles is relaxing and
inspiring. This book with information about the functions and
possibilities of the sewing machine, with tips on materials and
sewing techniques makes it easier for beginners to get started
in their new hobby and is a reference work for more
experienced sewers. With the simple sewing projects, everyone
can start their creative outbreak!
• Sewing basics
• Everything about the functions of the sewing machine
• Everything about the most important sewing techniques
• With beautiful sewing projects for beginners and advanced
sewers
96 pages, 20 x 24.1 cm, ~ 80 images
Retail price: €17.99
Hardcover
Publication date: February 2022

Sewing jersey basics
Easy to sew clothes for the sizes 32 to 56
Jessy Sewing
Jersey is soft, breathable and stretchy - which makes it a
perfect fabric for beginners. Models presented in this book,
such as hoodies, shirts or jackets, pants, skirts or dresses, all
available in sizes 32 to 56, are easy even for the inexperienced
sewers
• Models for jersey fabrics that can be adapted to any body type
• With pattern sheets for sizes 32 to 56
• Simple patterns, very suitable for sewing beginners

96 pages, 20 x 24.1 cm, ~ 80 images
Retail price: €19.99
Hardcover
Publication date: February 2022

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Upcycling paper with kids:
everything used, nothing wasted
Creative projects made out of paper
Ina Mielkau
In this book the author Ina Mielkau shows what is possible to
make with paper leftovers: sustainable, colourful and creative
projects! Step-by-step instructions guarantee fun and success!
This book is a must-have for little creative minds and their
parents with a sence of sustainability.
• Fascinating projects for a small budget
• Creative approach to sustainability for kids
• Easy-to-follow instructions for kids
80 pages, 20 x 24.1 cm, ~ 140 images
Retail price: €15.99
Hardcover
Publication date: June 2022

Upcycling cardboard with kids:
everything used, nothing wasted
Fantastic cardboard ideas
Ina Mielkau
The author of the book Ina Mielkau shows what is possible to
handicraft with cardboard leftovers. The projects are fun,
creative an colourful. Thanks to her easy-to-follow instructions
such projects as a cute pink elephant or a colourful rocket can
be made. This book is wonderful for creative little minds!
• Easy-to-follow instructions for kids
• Creative approach to sustainability for kids
• Fascinating projects for a modest budget
80 pages, 20 x 24.1 cm, ~ 160 images
Retail price: €15.99
Hardcover
Publication date: June 2022

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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DIY with wits
Learning by playing: inspiring ideas
Elisabeth Friedrich
96 pages, 20 x 24.1 cm, ~ 150 images
Retail price: €16.99
Hardcover
Publication date: February 2022

Handicrafting, playing, learning
The step-by-step instructions create great games and colorful handicraft projects that
develop patience, fine motor skills and hand-eye coordination in children aged 4 and
over. And at the same time, the little artists playfully learn numerous exciting facts
about the exciting world of animals.
• Creative children's activity: craft ideas & exciting facts about the animal world
• Step-by-step instructions
• Understanding habitats and characteristics of animals

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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First handicrafting, then playing!
Making over 50 games yourself from
sustainable materials
Judith Watschinger
128 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 350 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €21.99
Publication date: October 2022

Every child's dream game is hidden in these pages. Judith Watschinger creates more than
50 exciting board and dice games to make yourself. Step by step, she shows how playing
field and figures are made from sustainable materials, and then you can start to play right
away: from color dice to role-playing games, everything is included. Perfect for fun
afternoons with friends!
• The first sustainable craft book of games
• Exceptional diversity of DIY games
• New games for maximum fun

Colorful Christmas crafts
Over 60 sustainable ideas for children
Judith Watschinger
144 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 350 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €24.99
Publication date: August 2022

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de

Do-it-yourself: my favourite
animals
Over 50 sustainable ideas for materials
that everyone has at home
Judith Watschinger
128 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 350 images
Retail price: €19.99
Hardcover
Publication date: January 2022
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Happy faces
Making funny faces out of recycled materials
Yvonne Skowronek
96 pages, 20 x 24.1 cm, ~ 150 images
Retail price: €16.99
Hardcover
Publication date: March 2022

Don’t worry, be happy!
On these pages, lots of funny faces will be staring at you - animals and funny characters
will be grinning, will be looking amazed or will be laughing. In this extraordinary
handicraft book for children, the author conjures up step-by-step and easy-tounderstand Happy Faces from sustainable materials that everyone usually has at home.
She uses egg boxes, corks and salt dough. Fun is guaranteed!
• Colorful DIY projects made out of empty milk cartons, egg boxes, yarn and much more
• Great projects - materials easy to find in every household
• More than 20 projects with step-by-step instructions

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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We make lanterns
For lantern procession & festival of lights
Elke Fox, Andrea Küssner-Neubert, Anita
Scheiner, Caroline Hofman
48 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 15 images
Softcover
Retail price: €9.99
Publication date: August 2022

Walking with a lantern!
Everyone will find their favorite lanterns here! Great motifs can be found in this book
such as the sun, moon and stars, owl, octopus and ghost. Loving details make the selfmade lanterns to eye-catchers at the festivals of lights and lantern processions. Due to
the practical templates or simple techniques such as frottage, wax ironing and painting
with stencils, this book is also suitable for small hands! Besides, all these beautiful
lanterns can shine in the children's rooms for a long time.
• Lanterns for festivals of lights and lantern processions
• With favorite motifs for girls and boys
• For children from 5 years

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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First paper folding for little
hands
For children from 4 years
Ilse Jung, Karen Lühning
64 pages, 19.7 x 23.5 cm, ~ 40 images
Softcover
Retail price: €11.99
Publication date: November 2022

Paper folding is like... magic!
When new shapes such as headscarves, envelopes, sailboats, fish and windmills are
created from a square piece of paper, every child is thrilled! When folding, the little ones
get to know colors and shapes, and endurance and accuracy are also developed. With
clear photos, the step-by-step instructions are very easy to understand. In addition, a
little fairy accompanies each folding project with a story.
• For children 4+
• Paper folding for the little ones
• 20+ paper folding projects based on rectangle and triangle
• Stories accompany the DIY projects

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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My craft book for advent
calenders
24 craft ideas for the Christmas season
Tatiana Morlock
96 pages, 19.7 x 23.5 cm, ~ 120 images
Softcover
Retail price: €19.99
Publication date: September 2022

24 ingenious ideas for the pre-Christmas period
This book contains 24 ideas for handicrafts, games and baking for the pre-Christmas
period. As with any advent calendar, a surprise awaits you every day: original Christmas
cards with buttons and beads, fun accessories for advent photos or ingenious craft
ideas made from sustainable materials.
• For children from 4 years
• 24 advent handicraft and game ideas for children
• Cutting, gluing, painting, shaping - every day is a crafting day

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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Adventure: vegetable garden
Planting, making DIY projects and harvesting with children
Sandra Küper
Growing their own lettuce or tomatoes and then harvesting
them is a delight for gardeners as well as for young gardenersto-be. The author presents garden projects, which will help the
kids get involved into gardening and learn how to take care of
the vegetables.
• Numerous craft ideas and instructions for DIY garden
projects
• Children learn the basics of gardening
• Gardening and harvesting with children

96 pages, 20 x 24.1 cm, ~ 150 images
Retail price: €17.99
Hardcover
Publication date: February 2022

Outdoor experiments for children
Discovering science in a playful way
Uli Wittmann
Children learn best what they try themselves. And
experiements were always something children got fascinated
about most, because knowledge is tightly connected to fun.
This book is a wonderful collection of outdoor experiments,
when children are offered to build a UFO or a rocket car.
• Children discover physical principles in a playful way
• Sustainable learning in the nature
• Handicraft and game instructions with no need of a lot of
material
128 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 250 images
Retail price: €19.99
Hardcover
Publication date: January 2022

Please contact:
Anna Travkina
anna.travkina@verlagshaus.de
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